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Abstract

Decentralized control is almost the de-facto standard for control of large scale
systems, and in particular for systems in the process industry. An important task
in the design of a decentralized control system is the selection of the control
configuration, the so-calledinput-output pairing.

Previous research addressing this problem has primarily focused on stability
issues. In this thesis the problem of selecting control configurations that can de-
liver a desired performance is addressed. It is assumed that the various subsys-
tems are to be tuned independently, and hence the issue of interactions between
the subsystems is central. It is shown that existing measures of interactions,
such as the Relative Gain Array (RGA), are poor for selecting configurations
for performance due to their inherent assumption of perfect control. A new
interaction measure, thedecentralized relative gain (dRG), which takes finite
bandwidth and decentralized control into account is proposed. The dRG, as the
RGA, measures effects of interactions on the open/loop properties. To select
configurations for specific closed-loop properties, measures for the effect of in-
teractions on the overall closed-loop performance are also derived in this thesis.
Model based tools for selecting control configurations with respect to setpoint
tracking as well as attenuation of specific disturbances are proposed. The use-
fulness of the proposed tools are demonstrated on several examples from the
process industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Control systems for large scale systems, such as plants in the process industry,
are usually highly structured. Process control systems are typically hierarchi-
cally decomposed into different layers. Based on cost functions, mainly focus-
ing on the economical profit, the optimal operating point for the plant is deter-
mined by the top layers. The lower layers implement the setpoints correspond-
ing to the operating point and focus on the avoidance of input saturations. The
lowest layer, implementing the basic feedback control, is usually also highly
structured, consisting mainly of single-input-single-output control loops. Sim-
ilar structures are also found in control systems for many other types of large
scale systems. One example is computer networks, where optimal routing and
congestion control are the main issues.

While research in control has focused on the problem of determining spe-
cific control laws, the parametric problem, relatively few results exist on the
structural problem. The structural problem implies selecting the variables to
control, the manipulated variables (inputs), measurements, and outputs to use
for control and the structure of interconnection between inputs and outputs.

For large scale systems, in particular, the decision about the control sys-
tems structure is fundamental for the achievable performance. A poor choice of
structure will impose control performance limitations that can not be overcome
by any advanced parametric design. However, the determination of a favorable
structure is far from trivial and there exists a strong need for tools to guide the
engineer in doing a proper structural design.

Previous results in this area have to a large extent been focusing on vari-
ous stability issues, such as the relationships between the stability of individual
subsystems and the aggregated overall system. Results relating to the relation-
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ship between control structures and achievable control performance are how-
ever scarce.

This thesis deals with one specific issue in control structure design, namely
that of input-output pairing orcontrol configuration selection. In this problem
it is assumed that the inputs and outputs to use for control are given, and that a
structure of interconnections is sought. The aim is to select this structure in or-
der to achieve acceptable performance of the system. Objectives to be taken into
account include stability, setpoint tracking, and disturbance attenuation consid-
ering performance specifications for subsystems or for the overall system.

In addition to consider the validity of the most commonly used tools for this
task, a number of tools are proposed in this thesis that can be used to select
control configurations that allow a specified performance to be achieved. The
tools are also tested on several case studies taken from the process industry.

1.1 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 provides a short overview over how control systems for large scale
systems usually are decomposed into several hierarchically ordered layers. Then,
focusing in particular on the control structure design for the lowest of these lay-
ers, available model based tools for the different tasks of control structure design
are reviewed.

Decentralized control can be seen as a decomposition of an overall multi-
variable system into a number of smaller subsystems for which individual con-
trollers are to be designed. A central topic when deciding on this decomposi-
tion, i.e., the control configuration, is that of interactions between the various
subsystems when under control. Most existing measures of such interactions
are based on the assumption that the subsystems are under perfect control. In
chapter 3 we show that this assumption, in general, is not acceptable, especially
for systems with more than 2 inputs and 2 outputs. In order to evaluate in-
teractions between subsystems under decentralized finite-bandwidth control we
introduce an interaction measure, called thedecentralized Relative Gain. One
important result in this chapter is the insight, that the effect of interactions on
the phase-lag of the subsystems is at least as important as on the gain.

One objective in process control is that of setpoint tracking. In the case
of decentralized control, and controllers designed without taking into account
interactions between the subsystems, it is important to select a control config-
uration for which the effect of interactions between the subsystems is as small
as possible in order to achieve the desired performance. In chapter 4 we there-
for derive a measure for the achievable closed loop performance of a certain
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control configuration, in terms of setpoint tracking, for decentralized control
systems using independent controller tuning.

When considering the disturbance attenuation properties of the closed loop
system it is not always necessarily best to minimize interactions. Chapter 5
uses results from chapter 4 to derive a performance measure for the closed loop
system focusing on disturbance attenuation.

Systems in the process industry usually contain integrators which need to
be stabilized but for which usually no tight performance specifications exist.
The standard way of dealing with these integrators is to stabilize them, without
paying attention to the systems overall performance, prior to the consideration
of the pairing problem for the remaining system. In the second part of chapter
5 the issue of real integrators in the regulatory control layer is addressed and
a method is proposed to select control configurations based on performance
considerations. This method is especially useful for plants with real integrators
and zero elements in the transfer matrix.

Chapter 6 presents a case study where the tools developed in this thesis
have been employed with the objective to find a control configuration achieving
a desired control performance.

1.2 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are

• Tools addressing setpoint tracking as well as disturbance attenuation for
decentralized control systems are derived. Instead of employing the com-
mon assumption of perfect control, finite bandwidth control has been con-
sidered. However, even if some type of controller has to be assumed for
this purpose, the measures are derived in a way such that they become as
controller independent as possible.

• The thesis shows that, when considering the effect of interactions in de-
centralized control, the assumption of perfectly controlled subsystems for
frequencies lower than the bandwidth is in general a poor one and espe-
cially for systems larger than 2×2, i.e., having more than 2 inputs and 2
outputs.

• It is shown that when selecting control configurations for performance,
phase-changes due to interactions between the subsystems are at least as
important as gain-changes. The tools derived in the thesis are able to
predict both phase- and gain-changes.
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• The issue of selecting control configurations for performance in the pres-
ence of zero elements in the systems transfer matrix has been addressed.
The method is based on the closure of loops, for which no tight per-
formance specifications exist, prior to the evaluation of a performance
measure for the remaining system.

1.3 Publications

The work presented in this thesis has to date resulted in the following publica-
tions.

• H. Schmidt and E.W. Jacobsen, "Selecting control configurations for per-
formance". Presented at the ESCAPE 10 meeting, May 2001, Kolding,
Denmark.

• H. Schmidt and E.W. Jacobsen, "On the achievable closed loop perfor-
mance for decentralized control structures". Accepted for presentation at
IFAC World Congress, July 2002, Barcelona, Spain.

• H. Schmidt and E.W. Jacobsen, "Selecting control configurations for per-
formance with independent design". Accepted for publication in Com-
puters & Chemical Engineering, March 2002.

• H. Schmidt and E.W. Jacobsen, "Selection of decentralized control con-
figurations based on disturbance rejection for plants with real integra-
tors". Accepted for MTNS, August 2002, Notre Dame, USA.

In addition, a technical report regarding the control structure design of an off-
shore separator train is available.

• H. Schmidt and E.W. Jacobsen, "Control structure design of an offshore
separator train". Internal report IR-S3-REG-0203, S3-Automatic Con-
trol, Royal Institute of Technology, 2002



Chapter 2

Overview over control
structure design

This chapter provides a short overview over how control systems for large scale
systems usually are decomposed into several hierarchically ordered layers. The
focus is especially on plantwide control systems in the process industry and on
the design of suitable control structures for the lowest layer within this hierar-
chy, the regulatory control layer. Present tools and methods for control structure
design for this layer are reviewed, with the main focus on tools for control con-
figuration selection.

2.1 Hierarchical decomposition of plantwide con-
trol systems

Plants in the process industry usually have hundreds or thousands of mea-
surements and actuators, which make the determination of a single multivari-
able controller for the whole plant infeasible - or at least not useful. Instead,
plantwide control systems are usually hierarchically structured in several layers
in order to reduce the effort to be put into modelling and controller design and
to increase the flexibility of the system.

The lowest layer in a plantwide control system is theregulatory control
layer. This is the layer where the manipulated variables and the outputs are con-
nected with controllers. In the process industry this layer is typically highly de-
centralized, meaning that most of the controllers are single-input/single-output
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controllers. However, this layer can also contain small multivariable controllers,
if so needed.

The second layer, thesupervisory control layer, acts not on the manipulated
variables of the regulatory layer, but on the setpoints of the control loops of
the lower layer. The main task of the supervisory layer is to handle constraints
on the manipulated variables as well as on the controlled outputs of the sys-
tem. Thus, the objective is to avoid saturations in the inputs and to keep certain
variables within specified bounds, imposed, e.g., by security and environmen-
tal considerations (e.g., reactor temperatures, pressures, product concentrations,
etc.), but of course also by economical reasoning. For the constraint handling,
this layer typically uses local model predictive control.

The regulatory and the supervisory control layer together form thecontrol
layer. Above this layer there are usually one or two optimization layers. These
optimizations determine the setpoints for the control layer in order to maximize
the economic profit. They are usually performed on a daily or weekly basis
using steady-state models of the overall plant and/or models of parts of the
plant.

Figure 2.1 shows a typical hierarchical decomposition of a plantwide control
system.

Plantwide Optimization

Local OptimizationLocal Optimization

Supervisory ControlSupervisory ControlSupervisory Control

Supervisory ControlSupervisory ControlRegulatory Control

Plant

Control Layer

�

Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of large-scale systems with hierarchical control
system.
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2.2 The regulatory layer and its model

The main task for the regulatory control layer is to reject unmeasurable distur-
bances and to track the setpoints provided by the upper layer as tight as possible.
For a general system it can be described by the blockdiagram in figure 2.2.

P

C

r
d
u

z

y

Figure 2.2: Blockdiagram of the regulatory control layer.

The displayed variables are

• z - controlled outputs

• y - outputs (to be used for feedback control)

• u - manipulated variables

• r - setpoints forz

• d - disturbances

The difference betweencontrolled outputs andoutputs will become evident in
the next subsection.

The plant P is modelled by the transfer functionsG, Gd , Gyu andGyd defined
by

z = G(s)u+Gd(s)d (2.1)

y = Gyu(s)u+Gyd(s)d (2.2)

In this thesis it is assumed, that a linear time invariant scaled open loop model
of the plant is available.

The scaling of the model is important, because it simplifies considerably
thecontrollability analysis of the system. (Controllability analysis in this the-
sis means the determination, whether, for a given system and a given control
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structure, the desired performance in terms of setpoint tracking and disturbance
rejection can be achieved). The main idea is to scale inputs and disturbances
such that their expected/allowed magnitude is less than 1. Furthermore, to scale
the outputs such that acceptable performance of the control system corresponds
to control errors with magnitudes less than 1. For more information about scal-
ing the reader is referred to Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996). In this thesis,
unless otherwise stated, systems are assumed to be properly scaled.

2.2.1 Control structure design

Control structure design is especially important for large scale systems. There-
for it is not surprising that most references found in literature deal with control
structure design for plants in the process industry. However, it should be kept in
mind, that CSD is also important in many other areas, such as, e.g., aircraft en-
gine control (Härefors 1999) and control of mechatronic systems. Furthermore,
it should be noted that in this thesis the focus is limited to decentralized control
configurations. Other possible control configurations not considered here are,
e.g., cascade and feedforward control (see, e.g., Skogestad and Postlethwaite
(1996)). However, the decentralized control configuration is by far the most
important for the control of large systems in the process industry.

One reason for the need of control structure design is the fact, that in plantwide
control systems there are usually more measurements and actuators available
than the number needed for the achievement of the control objectives. Fur-
thermore, it is often not evident which variables to keep at certain setpoints
and, additionally, the finally selected outputs might not be measurable. Control
structure design involves the following steps.

1. Selection of the controlled variablesz (controlled outputs with setpoints),

2. Selection of inputsu (actuators),

3. Selection of measurementsm (for construction of the output vectory),

4. Selection of a structure interconnecting outputsy and inputsu (structure
of the controller-matrixC). This structure is also calledcontrol configu-
ration or pairing.

The relation between controlled outputs, outputs and measurements can be de-
scribed as follows. If every controlled outputzi is measured in a control system,
then there is no difference between controlled outputsz, outputsy and measure-
mentsm. On the other hand, if a controlled outputzi can not be measured, the
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outputyi might be chosen asyi = f (m), with appropriately chosen measure-
mentsm, such thatyi can be used instead ofzi. In this case the setpoint forzi

andyi might be different.

2.2.2 Decentralized control of the regulatory layer

The regulatory control layer is usually highly decentralized, meaning that the
controller-matrixC mostly contains single-input/single-output elements and only
a few small multivariable controllers. In comparison to full multivariable con-
trol of the whole plant, or even of sections of the plant, highly decentralized
control has the following advantages.

1. Modelling. For full multivariable control, very detailed and exact mod-
els of the plant are required. These models are usually very complex,
not easy to derive and thus very expensive. In the same way, the costs
connected to controller design, maintenance and implementation of the
control system are much lower for the case of the decentralized control
system.

2. Uncertainty and failures. Multivariable controllers are much more fault-
prone to uncertainty or failures in measurements and actuators, than de-
centralized controllers. Because of this inherent robustness, they can also
deal better with changes in operating conditions of a plant.

3. Startup and shutdown. A decentrally controlled regulatory layer allows
startup of the whole plant one loop at a time. This startup phase would be
much more complicated for full multivariable control. The same holds,
of course, for the shutdown of a plant.

4. Ease of retuning. In a decentralized control structure the individual con-
trol blocks can usually be retuned more or less independently, e.g., in
response to changes in operating conditions.

5. Understanding. The decentralized regulatory control layer is easier to
understand and to handle by operators.

Obviously there is a cost associated with the use of a limited control structure,
such as in decentralized control, when comparing it to full multivariable control.
This cost is a certain loss in the best achievable performance, e.g., in terms of
disturbance rejection, of the closed loop system. However, usually it is not the
best achievable performance that is sought for the regulatory control layer, but
rather an acceptable performance that satisfies the control objectives.
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It is important to understand, that in the case of decentralized control, the
control configuration is crucial for the achievable performance. This means that
the decision about which output to control using which input is by far more im-
portant than the selection of a certain controller type for the resulting loop and
a good tuning of this controller. If the control configuration is poorly chosen,
not even the most advanced and perfectly tuned decentralized controllers can
achieve acceptable performance of the regulatory control layer. In the same
way, the wrong choice of inputs and outputs to use for control can put funda-
mental limitations on the achievable closed loop performance, which can not be
overcome by using any advanced controller design (see, e.g., Lee and Morari
(1990)).

In the following, this overview presents the fundamentals of existing tools
and methods for the different steps of control structure design, listed above.
This overview is certainly not exhaustive, since the focus is put on methods
based on systematic model based approaches. Methods based on heuristics and
optimization have been left out. The reason for not discussing the latter is that,
even if an optimization based approach to the control structure design prob-
lem might seem promising, some cost function still has to be found in order
to reduce the complexity of the search for an acceptable solution. This cost
function could, e.g., be formed by most of the tools presented below. The type
of optimization algorithm used is, of course, important, but optimization be-
longs more to the field of mathematical research than to the field of process
control. An example of an optimization based method can be found in Jør-
gensen and Jørgensen (2000), where MILP (mixed integer linear programming)
is used to determine the best control configuration. Although heuristic methods
are widespread in the literature on plantwide control, we do not consider them
here since the aim is to consider systematic and general methods only. For an
overview of plantwide control see Larsson and Skogestad (1998).

2.3 Control structure design in practice

The industrial practice for control structure design is usually to use engineer-
ing experience, plant insight, intuition and simulation combined with a trial and
error approach (van de Wal and de Jager 1995). Traditionally, plants in the pro-
cess industry consist of separate units connected in series. In these cases the
approach as outlined above might lead to an acceptable control system. How-
ever, due to environmental regulations and the constant drive for more eco-
nomic profit, systems in the process industry get more and more complex with
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a large extent of energy and material recycling. These recycles introduce inter-
actions between the different process units and are one important reason why a
more systematic and plantwide approach to the selection of outputs, measure-
ments and inputs is needed. It seems obvious that, using the above approach,
promising control structures for modern plants can easily be overlooked. Es-
pecially, for large scale systems, where the number of alternatives grows ex-
tremely rapidly with the complexity of the control problem. The complexity of
a control system can, e.g., be defined as the sum of the numbers of inputs and
outputs to be used for control and the number of interconnections between them
(Reeves 1991).

2.4 Selection of outputs, measurements and inputs

In this section some methods for the selection of controlled outputs, inputs and
measurements are outlined.

2.4.1 Output and input selection

Methods for the selection of inputs and outputs are often very much related, i.e.
a certain approach can be used for both types of selections (e.g., select inputs
and outputs such that the minimum singular value of the remaining plant is
maximized). Therefor we consider the corresponding methods in one section of
this overview. However, if a method focuses only on one of the selection issues,
this will be explicitly stated.

Regarding the selection of inputs it has to be noted that, in general, the same
number of inputsu is selected as there are outputsy (andz) to be controlled. A
fewer number of inputs is not reasonable because of the need for functional
controllability (see Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996)).

A systemG(s) with m inputs andn outputs is functionally controllable if
the normal rankr of G(s) is equal to the number of outputs (r = n), which is
the case ifG(s) has full row rank. A system is functionally uncontrollable if
r < n and hence always is if it has less inputs than outputs (m < n). The notion
of functional controllability was introduced by Rosenbrock (1970).

Self-optimizing control

As explained above, the optimization of the setpoints for the control layer are
usually performed on a daily or weekly basis. It would therefor be interesting
to select outputs in such a way that, if they are held constant at the optimized
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setpoints, the performance is least degraded in the case the optimal setpoints
change between two optimizations. This is the main idea ofself-optimizing
control.

This concept was originally introduced by Morariet al. (1980). Skoges-
tad and coworkers extended the method (see, e.g., Skogestad and Postlethwaite
(1996) and Skogestad (2000)), gave it its name and applied it successfully to
plants in process industry (see, e.g., Govatsmark and Skogestad (2001)). It is a
method explicitly focusing on the selection of controlled outputs. It identifies
outputs which, when held constant at optimal setpoints, minimize a predefined
loss-function in the presence of disturbances. The outputs, leading to an ac-
ceptable loss are preferred. Furthermore, it is important that the loss function
is as insensitive as possible to differences between the outputs and the optimal
setpoints (i.e., flat loss function). This follows from the fact that, between two
setpoint optimizations the optimal setpoints, due to disturbances, might change
from the previous determined optimum. Disturbances considered in this ap-
proach can be variations in the disturbance signals, defined for that plant, but
also non-perfect control (in terms of control errors) and uncertainty in signals
(e.g., errors in valve settings, etc.).

For a more complete explanation of the method the reader is referred to
Skogestad (2000). Some things to be noted about this method are listed below.

• The method is only based on optimization of a static nonlinear model of
the plant, i.e. only the optimal steady state is considered in this approach.
Therefor the optimal operating point may give a poorly controllable plant
for the chosen outputs. Skogestad (2000) suggests that this problem can
be partly solved by performing a controllability analysis for the candi-
date output sets, and eliminating those which can not provide satisfactory
control performance.

• As the loss-function has to be evaluated for every possible combination
of candidate controlled outputs, this results in a combinatorial problem
which is hard to solve, if the number of candidate controlled outputs is
large. This combinatorial problem is further complicated if also combi-
nations of outputs (e.g. ratios, sums, differences, etc.) are allowed as
candidate controlled outputs.

Non-minimum phase elements

It is well known that non-minimum phase elements in the open loop system
introduce fundamental performance limitations for the closed loop system. In
the SISO case an open loop RHP transmission zero inz limits the bandwidth
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ωb of the closed loop toωb,max < z. The bandwidth is defined here as the fre-
quency where the magnitude of the closed loop sensitivity is equal to -3dB. In
the MIMO case a similar result is obtained, if only the maximum singular value
of the sensitivity function is considered (see, e.g., Skogestad and Postlethwaite
(1996)). Other non-minimum phase elements are unstable poles and time de-
lays. RHP poles present a lower bound for the required bandwidth, while time
delays, similar to RHP zeros, impose an upper bound.

Hovd and Skogestad (1993) suggest that plants with RHP zeros lying within
the desired bandwidth should be avoided. This rule could be extended to include
also RHP poles and delays. However, a systematic method for selecting inputs
and outputs, based on this insight, has not been found in literature.

The rule above assumes the use of full multivariable control. In the case
of decentralized control, and especially if independent tuning is an issue, non-
minimum phase elements even in single elements of the transfer matrixG might
impose performance limitations. However, Johansson and Rantzer (1999) showed
that if it is possible to close the single loops sequentially, using infinite band-
width, such that the next loop to close in the sequence is non-minimum phase,
then it is (theoretically) possible to achieve an infinite bandwidth for the overall
system using fully decentralized control. Cui and Jacobsen (2001), however,
show that by closing single loops, using finite bandwidth, zeros in other subsys-
tems can cross from the left half plane into the right half plane or vice versa.

Morari resiliency index

Morari (1983) uses the termresiliency of a plant to describe the plants ability
to move fast from one state to another, to efficiently reject disturbances, etc.
One important property of a resilient plant is a relatively large minimum singu-
lar value, such that, e.g., disturbances acting in this particular direction can be
rejected. Yu and Luyben (1986) therefor proposed the Morari Resiliency Index
(MRI) as the minimum singular value of the plantGyu.

MRI = σ(Gyu( jω)) (2.3)

The idea is to choose manipulated variables in order to maximize the MRI-
measure. Yu and Luyben (1986) use the measure only to determine inputs.
However, the same approach could be used to determine inputs as well as out-
puts.

The MRI-measure is scaling dependent. A major drawback is the fact that it
does not take into account the disturbance transfer function of a given system.
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Disturbance condition number

Disturbance rejection is often the main objective of process control. A tool
for input and output selection which takes the disturbance rejection properties
of the closed loop system into account is the Disturbance Condition Number
defined by Skogestad and Morari (1987). It is given by

γdi(Gyu) =
‖G−1

yu [Gyd ]i‖2

‖[Gyd ]i‖2
σ̄(Gyu) (2.4)

[Gyd ]i denotes thei-th column ofGyd , and is the disturbance transfer vector for
the i-th disturbance. If the disturbancedi is aligned with the direction corre-
sponding to the maximum singular value ofGyu (best case) thenγd = 1. Simi-
larly, if di is aligned with the direction corresponding to the minimum singular
value (worst case) thenγd is equal to the systems condition numberγ(Gyu).

Skogestad and Morari (1987) indicate that plants with large disturbance
condition numbers should be avoided, because of robustness problems. How-
ever, bothγ andγd are scaling dependent. This means, that large values ofγd

might not necessarily imply robustness problems. To solve this problem Sko-
gestad and Morari (1987) suggest to consider the minimized condition number
γ∗(G), obtained by minimizing the condition number over all possible scalings,
instead of the condition number.

Consider for instance the system in equation (2.5). If a disturbance acts
in the direction of output 2 the corresponding disturbance condition number
will be γd = γ(G) = 100000. However, as the system is diagonal and thus
the minimized condition number is 1 there will be no problem to reject this
disturbance properly provided input constraints are not a problem.

G(s) =
(

100 0
0 0.001

)
(2.5)

Therefor Skogestad and Morari (1987) suggest to avoid systems having both
large minimized condition numbers and large disturbance condition numbers.
A large minimized condition number, together with input uncertainty leads to
robustness problems of the closed loop system, if compensation is needed in
the low gain direction (γd large), and therefor to a decreased closed loop perfor-
mance.

Skogestad and Morari (1987) suggest further, to consider the sum norm of
the RGA (‖Λ‖sum) instead of the minimized condition number. The reason is
that ‖Λ‖sum is closely related to the minimized condition number (Skogestad
and Postlethwaite 1996) and much easier to evaluate.
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Finally it is noted, that the Relative Disturbance Gain (Stanleyet al. 1985)
is closely related to the Disturbance Condition Number, and might be used in-
stead.

Input selection based on Single-Input-Effectiveness

Cao and Rossiter (1997) introduced the concept of Single-Input-Effectiveness
(SIE). The SIE for the inputi is defined as follows.

ηi = ‖G†Gei‖2 (2.6)

whereG† denotes the generalized inverse (pseudoinverse) ofG. The SIEηi is
a number between 0 and 1 and basically indicates to which extent the inputui

participates in spanning the input space of the systemG. Therefor inputs should
be preferred with SIEs as large as possible. Cao and Rossiter (1997) also show
that the SIE is closely related to the non-square relative gain array (see Chang
and Yu (1990)). In particular, the squaredi-th SIE is equal to thei-th column
sum of the non-square RGA.

It is important to note that this method does not guarantee one to find the
best possible combination of inputs, in terms of the maximization of the mini-
mum singular value. However, the tool has proven very promising in examples
and should at least lead to the selection of an acceptable input combination if
setpoint following is the main issue. In the case that disturbance rejection is
considered one should use this tool carefully, in order not to sort out an input,
which is essential to reject an important disturbance.

2.4.2 Measurement selection

As indicated above, some of the controlled outputsz of a system might not
be measurable for various reasons (e.g. large delays, measurement noise, high
costs, etc.). Two possible approaches to deal with this problem are named/discussed
below.

Estimation of the controlled outputs

One way of dealing with a non-measurable controlled outputzi is to estimate it
based on properly chosen measurementsmi. In this case the outputyi is given
by

yi = ẑi = f (mi) (2.7)

where ˆzi denotes the estimate of the controlled outputzi.
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The general problem of estimation is treated in detail in the literature on
statistics and estimation (see, e.g, Kay (1993)), and will not be discussed here.

Indirect control / partial control

Another way of dealing with non-measurable controlled outputszi is to use the
idea ofindirect control or partial control. Indirect control implies controlling
a secondary set of outputsyi, which can be measured or estimated, and thereby
achieving satisfactory control for the non measured primary controlled outputs
zi, for which control objectives exist. In this case the setpoints forzi have to be
translated into setpoints foryi - which in general will differ.

The difference between indirect andtrue partial control is the fact that in
the latter case control objectives exist also for the secondary outputsyi, and
there is hence no setpoint translation. For a detailed description of the method
see (Havre 1998).

An obvious drawback of the indirect control method is that the setpoints
for the non measurable controlled outputszi have to be translated into setpoints
for the secondary outputsyi. For this translation a very exact model has to be
available, because due to the feedforward nature of this translation the control
systems performance will otherwise suffer from model uncertainty. This is dif-
ferent for true partial control, as there the setpoints for the secondary outputs are
given. In general this method does not guarantee that, by controlling the sec-
ondary outputs, satisfactory performance is achieved for the primary outputs.
However, the idea in (Havre 1998) is to select the subset of outputs to control
such that acceptable performance is achieved for all outputs.

2.4.3 Common drawback of the methods

It is important to note that, even if the methods presented above are used to
design decentralized control structures, all the methods assume the use of a full
multivariable controller.

2.5 Selection of the control configuration

As mentioned above, the control configuration of the regulatory control layer
is usually highly decentralized, corresponding to a diagonal or blockdiagonal
structure of the controller matrixC in figure 2.1. To achieve the best possi-
ble closed loop performance, a fully multivariable controller would be needed.
However, the idea is to use decentralized control, because of the advantages
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mentioned above, and to select a control configuration which enables the con-
trol system to achieve anacceptable performance in terms of setpoint tracking
and disturbance rejection.

The available methods for control configuration selection (input-output pair-
ing) can be grouped into two different approaches. One approach is to pair
based on stability considerations. The other approach is to focus on the perfor-
mance of the closed loop system. Below some methods, addressing either of
the two approaches, are briefly described and discussed. For convenience, the
transfer matrixGyu is represented byG and the disturbance transfer matrixGyd

by Gd .

2.5.1 Niederlinski Index (NI)

In the process industry single controllers are often taken out of service (put on
manual) or taken into service (put on automatic). Reasons for this can, e.g., be
a plant start-up or shut-down. Therefor it is important that the overall system
does not become unstable if a loop is detuned or fully taken out of service. A
system, for which that holds is calleddecentralized integral controllable.

More precisely, a system is defined to bedecentralized integral controllable
(DIC) if there exists a decentralized controller with integral action in each loop,
such that the feedback system is stable and such that it remains stable if each
individual loop is detuned by a factorεi ∈ [0,1]. DIC was introduced by Sko-
gestad and Morari (1988a).

Niederlinski (1971) proposed the so calledNiederlinski Index (NI) as a tool
for input-output pairing for multiloop SISO controllers. The Niederlinski Index
is defined as

NI =
det(G(0))
Πn

ii[G(0)]ii
(2.8)

and it is hence pairing dependent. A negative value of theNI, for a certain pair-
ing, is a sufficient condition for instability of the closed-loop system if inde-
pendently tuned controllers with integral action are used. In contrast, a positive
value of theNI is a necessary condition for stability of the closed loop system in
the case of independent controller tuning. Therefore, the control configuration
selection procedure, based on theNI, is to discard pairings withNI < 0 and
to analyze the remaining candidate control configurations further using other
tools.

Niederlinski originally introduced this measure to screen outstructurally
unstable systems. The definition of astructurally unstable system is obtained
if, in the definition of DIC,εi ∈ [0,1] is exchanged againstεi ∈ {0,1}. This
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means that a structurally unstable system is also a non-DIC system. There-
for, this measure is a useful tool for the elimination of control configurations
corresponding to non-DIC systems. On the other hand, if independent control
(and thus DIC) is not an issue, it might eliminate the pairing leading to the best
achievable closed loop performance. Also note that, since theNI is a steady-
state measure, it does not provide any information about the achievable closed
loop performance.

2.5.2 The relative gain array (RGA)

Single loop controllers in large scale decentralized control systems in the pro-
cess industry often are tuned in an independent way. This means, that the sur-
rounding controllers often are put in manual mode, before a certain controller
is tuned. In this way the loop to be tuned is not influenced by the other loops.
However, after the tuning is completed and the surrounding controllers are taken
into service again these loops will interact with the newly tuned loop. These in-
teractions will in general affect the performance of this loop and thus a pairing
which minimizes the interactions between single loops and the remaining sys-
tem should be preferred.

A tool which is intended to measure these interactions is theRelative Gain
Array (RGA) defined by Bristol (1966). A relative gain is defined as the ratio
between the gain of an element[G]i j in the transfer matrixG when all loops are
open and the gain of the same element when all the other loops are perfectly
controlled. It is usually assumed that a relative gain close to 1 for a certain
element indicates that the interactions are small for this loop and that it is a
good candidate for the control configuration. A negative steady-state relative
gain implies, that the sign of the steady state gain will change when the other
loops in the remaining subsystem are perfectly controlled. Pairings on negative
steady-state relative gains therefor render the system non-DIC and should hence
be avoided if independent controller tuning is desired.

Because of the assumption of perfect control the relative gains can easily be
computed. The RGA consists of the relative gains corresponding to all the ele-
ments in the systems transfer matrixG. It is frequency dependent and computed
as

Λ(s) = G(s)× (G−1(s))T (2.9)

Where× denotes element-by-element multiplication. Advantages of the RGA
are its scaling and pairing independency.

It has to be noted, that from its definition by Bristol (1966) the RGA was
supposed to be evaluated at steady-state only. However, since steady-state in-
formation, apart from the sign of the steady-state gain, is of little relevance
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for feedback control, Skogestadet al. (1990a) suggested to rather evaluate the
RGA at the desired bandwidth of the system. They suggested to prefer pairings
for which the RGA is closest to the identity matrix at this frequency (see also
Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996)).

There are some shortcomings of the RGA as a pairing tool. First, there
is the assumption of perfect control of the subsystems, for frequencies up to
the desired bandwidth. For systems larger than 2×2 perfect control up to the
desired bandwidth can be interpreted as full multivariable control, which is in
contradiction to the fact that the RGA is used to select decentralized control
configurations. By using independent controller tuning and real decentralized
control for a multivariable system, the obtained performance of the overall sys-
tem can be arbitrarily far away from the desired one. It can be said, that the
RGA does not take into account the achievable performance in the subsystems.
Therefor, in general, the RGA seems to be an acceptable tool only for 2× 2
systems, but not for larger ones. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.
Furthermore, it should be noted that most theoretic results based on the RGA
concern closed loop stability only. The common rule, to pair on RGA-elements
close to one, which is often assumed to address performance (Skogestad and
Postlethwaite 1996), is nothing but an engineering rule of thumb, which has
proven useful for some simple systems.

A tool taking into account the achievable performance in subsystems, is the
partial relative gain (PRG) proposed by Häggblom (1997). It is based on the
closure of certain loops followed by an evaluation of the RGA for the remain-
ing system. The main shortcoming of this tool, is that the RGA of all possible
subsystems down to 2×2 subsystems ofG(s) has to be computed under the as-
sumption of perfect control of the remaining systems. While this is still possible
for 3×3 systems, the number of combinations to evaluate will be excessively
large forn×n systems withn > 3.

2.5.3 The block relative gain (BRG)

Manousiouthakiset al. (1986) introduced theBlock Relative Gain as an ex-
tension of the RGA to control configurations which might be blockdiagonal,
instead of diagonal. This means, that the controllerC may not only contain
SISO controllers, but also multivariable controllers.

Similar to the definition of the relative gains of the RGA, the block rela-
tive gains are defined as the ratios between multivariable systems in the case
when no loops are controlled and the case when all remaining loops are per-
fectly controlled. Because in the multivariable case the order of multiplication
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is important, a left and a right BRG can be defined

BRGi
l(s) = [G]ii[G−1]ii (2.10)

BRGi
r(s) = [G−1]ii[G]ii (2.11)

where[G]ii corresponds to thegain of the i-th subsystem ofG, when no loops
are closed and[G−1]ii corresponds to the gain of thei-th subsystem, when all
other loops (except the loops in thei-th subsystem) are closed using perfect
control. The left BRG is the interesting one from a physical point of view,
while the right BRG is usually not considered. The left BRG appears in

∂yi

∂ ri
=
(

I +
(
BRG−1

l GiiKi
)−1
)−1

(2.12)

Meaning, that if all other loops are closed perfectly, the closed loop transfer
function between referenceri and outputyi depends on the interactions between
the subsystems measured byBRGl .

When using the BRG for control configuration selection, the strategy is to
search for a control configuration resulting in block relative gains as close as
possible to identity matrices. The selection method starts with looking at one
dimensional BRGs (same as the RGA), retaining pairings, whose BRGs are
close to one. Then two dimensional BRGs are considered for the remaining
loops, etc.

A problem when using the BRG concept in practice is the computational
complexity. In contrast to the RGA, the BRG has to be reevaluated for each
combination of inputs and outputs. Withn inputs andn outputs this means that
(n!)2 BRGs would have to be computed, which is a very large number even
for reasonably smalln (for n = 6 it would correspond to 518400 evaluations).
Even if the number of necessary evaluations can be reduced by using certain
properties of the BRG (Manousiouthakiset al. 1986), it is still an enormous
task. Another drawback of the BRG is the assumption of perfect control, which,
in reality, is only possible to achieve at steady state.

2.5.4 Dynamic block relative gain (DBRG)

The dynamic block relative gain was proposed by Arkun (1987) as a tool ad-
dressing performance and stability of blockdiagonal control structures, over-
coming one drawback of the block relative gain, which is the assumption of
perfect control of the subsystems.

The concept of the DBRG is as follows. AssumeG̃ represents a blockdi-
agonal matrix, containing the subsystemsGii of G, which corresponds to the
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candidate pairing.Hi is theachievable performance in each single subsystem,
when interactions do not exist, i.e. when controllingG̃ with a blockdiagonal
controller. Through the use ofinternal model control (IMC) for the systemG̃ it
is straight forward to calculate the blockdiagonal controller achieving the com-
plementary sensitivitiesHi in each loop. Applying this controller to the system
G, i.e. taking interactions into account, the resulting complementary sensitivi-
ties are given by

Yii = DBRG−1
i Hi[I +(DBRG−1− I)Hi]−1 (2.13)

where the DBRG for thei-th subsystemGii can be calculated as

DBRGi = [I −Gcrii [bd(H−1
j G j j) j �=i +(Gcii −Gbii)]

−1Gcdii G
−1
ii ]−1 (2.14)

bd(·) signifies a blockdiagonal matrix with the same structure asG̃, Gc/(Gb) is a
transfer matrix resulting fromG/(G̃) when the columns and rows corresponding
to thei-th subsystemGii are deleted.Gcrii /(Gcdii) represents the rows/(columns)
of G, which correspond to thei-th subsystemGii, without the elements in the
columns/(rows) belonging to the same subsystem.

Based on the DBRG, Arkun (1987) defines the followingperformance de-
terioration measure

ηi = sup
ω

(σ̄(Ei( jω))) (2.15)

where

Ei = Hi −Yii = (Hi − I)(DBRG−1
i − I)Hi[I +(DBRG−1

i − I)Hi]−1 (2.16)

A possible pairing rule, based on the DBRG, is to choose control configurations
leading to small values ofηi.

Under the assumption that the elementsGi j of the systems transfer matrix
are stable, a necessary and sufficient condition for closed loop stability, based
on the DBRG, has been derived in Arkun (1987).

The main drawback of the DBRG is the fact that a specific type of controller
(IMC) is assumed, which limits the generality of this tool.

2.5.5 Relative sensitivity

Arkun (1988) introduced the concept ofrelative sensitivities. The idea is to
define, based on internal model control, controllersKii for the blockdiagonal
subsystems[G]ii, achieving desired closed loop transfer functionsHii, when
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interactions are not taken into account. When these controllers are known, the
relative sensitivity matrix S

S =




I S12 · · · S1n

S21 I · · · S2n
...

...
. . .

...
Sn1 Sn2 · · · I


 (2.17)

can be calculated (for details see Arkun (1988)). The elementsSi j basically
express how much thej-th subsystem is excited relative to the response of the
i-th subsystem when a setpoint change is made in thej-th subsystem.

To use the relative sensitivities as a pairing tool, Arkun (1988) suggests to
evaluateS̄ instead ofS. S̄ is called therelative sensitivity asymptote matrix and
obtained by looking at the high frequency behavior ofS. S̄ is calculated as

S̄ = GG̃−1 =




I G12G−1
22 · · · G1nG−1

nn
G21G−1

11 I · · · G2nG−1
nn

...
...

. . .
...

Gn1G−1
11 Gn2G−1

22 · · · I


 (2.18)

whereG̃ corresponds to a blockdiagonal matrix containing the subsystems of
G, corresponding to the candidate pairing.

The pairing rule based on the relative sensitivity asymptotes basically cor-
responds to choosing pairings in order to minimize the magnitudes of the off-
diagonal elements of̄S.

It has to be noted, that considering the high frequency asymptotes ofS cor-
responds to assumingHii = 0, which means, that no control of the system is
happening. This makes the use of this tool seem questionable.

2.5.6 Block decentralized performance degradation (BDPD)

The concept ofblock decentralized performance degradation (BDPD) was in-
troduced by Reeves (1991). The idea is to specify theideal closed loop per-
formance and to measure how much it differs from the achieved closed loop
performance, which will be inferior because of interactions in the system. The
ideal complementary sensitivity function is given by

TG̃ = G̃K(I + G̃K)−1 (2.19)

whereG̃ represents a blockdiagonal matrix, containing the subsystems ofG
which correspond to the candidate pairing.K is a controller with the same
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blockdiagonal structure as̃G. The achieved complementary sensitivity function
is given by

T = GK(I +GK)−1 (2.20)

The difference betweenTG̃ andT is, in the framework of BDPD, measured as

∆T = σ̄((T −TG̃)T−1
G̃

) ≤ dT (2.21)

and an arbitrary upper bounddT , as the maximum allowed degradation, can be
chosen by the engineer.

One possible control configuration selection criterion, based on the BDPD,
is expressed as follows: choose a pairing resulting in a small value ofdT for
given desired bandwidth of the independently controlled subsystemsωb.

It is shown, that a block diagonal controllerK exists, which achieves

∆T ≤ dT , with σ̄(TG̃) ≤ σT , σT = −3dB, ∀ω ≥ ωb (2.22)

only if (in the caseσT is chosen as in equation (2.22))

σ̄(E)
3.414+ σ̄(E)

≤ dT , ∀ω ≥ ωb, with E = (G− G̃)G−1 (2.23)

The criterion in equation (2.23) is dependent on the scaling ofG. However,
the method can be modified to be scaling independent. Furthermore this equa-
tion represents only a necessary condition for the achievement of the desired
maximum performance degradation in equation (2.21). For a more detailed
description of this method, the reader is referred to Reeves (1991). Finally it
has to be noted, that the choice ofdT is not straight forward, and that it would
probably be more useful to assume a frequency dependentdT , because at very
large frequencies, wherēσ(T ) is very small, larger deviations fromTG̃ could be
allowed, than around the desired bandwidthωb.

2.5.7 Performance relative gain (PRGA) and closed-loop dis-
turbance gain (CLDG)

Hovd and Skogestad (1992) introduced theperformance relative gain array
(PRGA Γ) and the closely relatedclosed loop disturbance gain (CLDG ∆). Un-
der the assumption that the single loops are closed in isolation from the rest
of the system, the PRGA can be seen as the factor between the desired perfor-
manceSG̃ and the achieved performanceS in terms of setpoint tracking and the
CLDG as a same kind of factor for disturbance rejection. Assuming perfect
control, i.e.SG̃ ≈ 0, the CLDG and the PRGA are defined by

y = Sr +SGdd ≈ SG̃Γr +SG̃∆d (2.24)
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with S = (I +GK)−1, SG̃ = (I +G̃K)−1, Γ = G̃G−1, ∆ = ΓGd andG̃ = diag(G).
Rules for control configuration selection based on the PRGA and CLDG are

relatively straight forward. For setpoint tracking select the pairing such thatΓ
is as close to the identity matrix as possible and for disturbance rejection the
pairing, such that∆, measured by some matrix norm, is assmall as possible.

Interesting to note about the PRGA is, furthermore, that it measures one
way interactions among the subsystems, while the RGA only measures two-
way interactions. One-way interaction is not a problem for stability of the over-
all closed loop system, but it is important to take it into account for perfor-
mance considerations. Hovd and Skogestad (1992) show, that the PRGA and
the CLDG can be used to determine the compensation needed for interactions
in each subsystem to achieve a desired performance. However, these measures
do not give any information about whether the compensated closed loop system
will still be stable or not. Another important shortcoming of the PRGA and
CLDG is the assumption of perfect control up to the bandwidth.

2.5.8 The SSV interaction measure

The structured singular value interaction measure (SSV-IM), introduced by Gros-
didier and Morari (1986), defines, based on the interaction termE,

E = (G− G̃)G̃−1 = Ḡ(s)G̃(s)−1
, G̃ = diag(G) (2.25)

an upper bound for the maximum singular value of the complementary sensi-
tivity function for the case of no interactions (T̃ ), such that the complementary
sensitivity function for the case with interactions (T ) is stable. T̃ is given by
T̃ = G̃K̃

(
I + G̃K̃

)−1
, T is given byT = GK̃

(
I +GK̃

)−1
, K̃ is a diagonal con-

troller andG̃ is given by (2.25). For stability of the overall closed loop system
it should hold that

σ̄(T̃ ( jω)) < µ−1(E( jω)), ∀ω (2.26)

with µ−1(E( jω)) being the SSV-IM. Hereµ(·) is the structured singular value
suggested by Doyle (1982) and evaluated considering the structure of the con-
troller K̃. A possible pairing rule based on this is to choose the pairing, which
leads to the largest possible value ofµ−1(E( jω)).

Even if the SSV-IM is a useful measure if stability is the main objective
of control structure design, it says nothing about the achievable closed loop
performance. Grosdidier and Morari (1986) state themselves, that even if the
closed loop system is guaranteed to be stable it might be very badly behaved.
Furthermore, the SSV-IM has to be evaluated for every possible pairing. Due to
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the combinatorial nature of the problem and the intensive calculations needed
for the determination of the SSV-IM for a pairing, the SSV-IM seems not to be
a too useful tool for an initial screening. Rather, it can be used at a later stage,
when only a few candidate pairings are left.

2.6 Pairing of inventory loops

As indicated above, in industry, the selection of the control configuration is usu-
ally subdivided into two sequential steps (see e.g. Arkun and Downs (1990)).
First the plant is stabilized and the inventory loops (integrators, e.g., liquid or
gas holdups) are closed. After that a control configuration for the remaining
loops is sought. This sequential procedure is of course suboptimal, even more
since in practice only smaller process units are considered when pairing while
the overall system aspects are largely neglected.

In order to take the overall system aspects better into account, Buckley
(1964) proposes to control levels based on the overall material balance control.
The main objective thereby is to enable changes in the production rate in an
easy way. According to Ogunnaike (1995), Buckleys approach is still dominat-
ing in industrial practice. Price (1993) proposes some guidelines for production
rate and inventory control design.

However, this approach still suffers from the separation of stabilization and
pairing for performance. The main problem when doing the pairing for sys-
tems with integrators is that many input-output gains are effectively zero (cor-
responding to zero elements in the transfer functions) before closing the loops
containing the integrators. Because of this the relative gains for these zero-
elements are also zero and thus usually not considered for the control configura-
tion. However, for the case of distillation it has been found that the best pairing
corresponds to pairing on relative gains of zero (Skogestadet al. 1990a).

It is important to understand, that even if there usually are no tight perfor-
mance specifications for the inventory loops, the way how they are configured
is crucial for the achievable overall performance of the control system. So far
no tools are available to take inventory loops into account when pairing based
on performance considerations.

2.7 Conclusions

This chapter has provided an overview over the structure of large scale control
systems and in particular of plantwide control systems in process industry. Fur-
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thermore available tools and methods for the design of a suitable control struc-
ture for the lowest control layer, the regulatory control layer, were discussed.

During the selection of a control structure for this layer four different tasks
have to be accomplished. 1) selecting controlled outputs, 2) selecting manipu-
lated variables (inputs) 3) selecting measurements and 4) selecting the (matrix)
structure of the feedback controllerC. The available tools all have certain draw-
backs. E.g. the tools for tasks 1-3 do usually not take decentralized control into
account but assume full multivariable control. Furthermore, the tools for the
fourth task often consider only the steady state and/or assume that perfect con-
trol of a certain subsystem up to the bandwidth is an acceptable approximation.

In the following this thesis will deal with the fourth task of control struc-
ture design, namely with the issue of control configuration selection. Ideally,
tools should be developed, which allow a quick screening of all possible control
configurations even for very large systems. Hereby real decentralized control,
instead of perfect control, should be assumed. Something which also is needed
is a tool allowing one to select control configurations for the inventory loops of
a system in a systematic way. The reason is that the integrators usually only
have to be stabilized, while no tight performance specifications are imposed on
them. The idea is then to select a configuration, such that the remaining system
is as well behaved (regarding a certain measure) as possible.

The assumption of independent controller tuning, employed throughout this
thesis, has its motivation in the fact, that single loop controllers in large scale
decentralized control systems in the process industry usually are tuned in an
independent way. The surrounding controllers are often put in manual mode,
before a certain controller is tuned. In this way the loop to be tuned is not
influenced by the other loops during the tuning process, which is implied by the
term independent. As mentioned above, a major advantage with this approach
is that only relatively simple models are needed for the controller tuning.
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3.1 Abstract

An important task in the design of decentralized control systems for multivari-
able plants is the choice of the structure of interconnections between manipu-
lated variables and controlled outputs, i.e., the control configuration. Most tools
available for this task, such as the RGA, mainly address the stability properties
of the overall system. In this paper we focus on performance, and consider in
particular the problem of selecting control structures that enable a desired per-
formance to be achieved through independent tuning of the subsystems. We
show that, for this task, the common assumption of perfect control within the
bandwidths of the subsystems is a poor one. Based on this, a new measure
of interactions, thedecentralized Relative Gain (dRG), is proposed. Finally,
it is stressed that the effect of interactions on the magnitude as well as on the
phase-lag of the subsystems should be considered when selecting control con-
figurations for performance.
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3.2 Introduction

We consider decentralized control of a general square multivariablen× n sys-
tem G(s), i.e., havingn inputs andn outputs. Decentralized control implies
that the overall system is decomposed into a number of interacting subsystems
for which individual controllers are designed, i.e., the overall controller may be
written on a blockdiagonal form. Such a decomposition of the control problem
is often preferred due to the robustness of such structures, both with respect to
model uncertainty and sensor/actuator failures, and the ease of (re)tuning com-
pared to the case with full multivariable controllers. However, the potential cost
of using a limited controller structure is reduced closed loop performance due
to the presence of interactions among the subsystems.

The main tasks involved in the design of a decentralized control system,
as defined, e.g., in Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996), are 1) the selection
of controlled outputs, 2) the selection of manipulated variables (inputs) and
measurements, 3) the selection of a control configuration, or structure of in-
terconnections and 4) the selection of controller types and tuning of the single
controllers. This paper deals with the third task. In particular, we evaluate the
relevance of some existing tools, and propose a new model based tool, for the
selection of a structure of interconnections with the aim of achieving a certain
desired performance.

The most commonly used tool for control structure selection for single-
loop controllers is still the Relative Gain Array (RGA), introduced by Bris-
tol (1966). Several authors e.g. Skogestadet al. (1990b) have demonstrated
practical applications of the RGA. Some important advantages of the RGA are
that it depends on the plant model only, that it is scaling independent and that
all possible configurations can be evaluated based on a single matrix. Some
other commonly used tools are the Niderlinski index (Niederlinski 1971), theµ-
interaction measure (Grosdidier and Morari 1986) and the Direct Nyquist Array
(Rosenbrock 1970). All these tools have in common that they mainly address
various stability properties, such as decentralized integral controllability (DIC)
(Skogestad and Morari 1988b). Tools addressing the closed loop performance
are more rare. Hovd and Skogestad (1992) introduced the performance rela-
tive gain array (PRGA), which can be used to determine the required loop gain
in the different subsystems in order to achieve a specified closed loop perfor-
mance. However, whether these bounds are achievable, under the constraint of
closed-loop stability, is not addressed. Another tool addressing performance is
the dynamic block relative gain (dBRG) introduced in Arkun (1987). However,
the dBRG was simply introduced as a concept without providing any guidelines
on how to use it as a tool for control structure selection.
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A potential weakness of most tools, like the RGA and PRGA, is the fact
that they are based on the assumption of perfect control of the remaining system
when considering the effects of interactions on a particular subsystem. Usually
this is considered to be a reasonable assumption within the bandwidth of the
subsystems, (see, e.g., Hovd and Skogestad (1992)). However, as we show in
this paper, this is in general a poor assumption, and in particular for systems
with n > 2, i.e., with more than two inputs and two outputs.

In this paper we stress that, while stability issues like DIC are important,
performance objectives should also be taken into account when selecting control
configurations. Depending on the specific application considered, there may
exist a number of different performance objectives, such as that of achieving
a desired performance in the different subsystems, using either independent or
dependent controller design, or achieving a desired performance of the overall
system, using dependent design. By independent design, is here understood
tuning of the different subsystems without any consideration of the effect of
interactions with other subsystems. The overall objective considered during
control structure design will usually be a combination of various sub-objectives.
Thus, there will typically exist a trade off between closed loop performance,
DIC and the independent versus dependent tuning issue.

The focus of the paper is on the selection of decentralized control structures
with the objective to achieve a desired closed loop performance using inde-
pendent controller design. Since independency is part of the objective, it is
reasonable to assume that a configuration which minimizes the interactions be-
tween the subsystems is preferred. We therefore start the paper by considering
the ability of the RGA to measure the effect of interactions, and show that it in
general is a poor measure of interactions for systems larger than 2×2 and not
close to diagonal. Based on this we proceed to propose a new measure of in-
teractions, the dRG, and demonstrate the usefulness of this tool. Furthermore,
using this tool, we show that the effect of interactions on the phase-lag of a
subsystem is as important as the effect on the magnitude of the gain.

3.3 Interactions under infinite and finite bandwidth
control

We consider here the difference between interactions predicted under the as-
sumption of perfect multivariable control, as with the RGA, and those resulting
from finite bandwidth decentralized control.
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3.3.1 The RGA

The RGA (Bristol 1966) has found widespread use as a tool for selecting control
configurations. The relative gain of a scalar subsystem is the ratio between the
open-loop transfer-function and the transfer-function resulting when all other
outputs are perfectly controlled. The common rule is to pair on subsystems
with relative gains close to 1, based on the assumption that the interactions then
will have a small effect on the subsystems behavior. Since the frequency cor-
responding to the desired bandwidth is the most important, the focus is usually
on the relative gains around this frequency.

An often cited advantage of the RGA is that it is controller independent,
due to the assumption of perfect control. However, this assumption is at the
same time an important shortcoming of the RGA. The effect of interactions is
most important around the desired bandwidths of the subsystems, and at these
frequencies the gain changes due to finite bandwidth control can be highly dif-
ferent from the changes predicted by the RGA. This is to some extent due to the
fact that the individual loops have non-perfect control at this frequency, but is
primarily due to the fact that the remaining(n−1)×(n−1) system, considered
perfectly controlled when calculating the relative gain for a specific subsystem,
in general will have a performance which differs significantly from the perfor-
mances of the individual loops (due to the presence of interactions within that
subsystem). This may be one reason why the RGA, while usually working well
for 2×2 systems, is less effective for systems withn > 2.

3.3.2 Example 1

Hovd and Skogestad (1992) introduced the following system as a counter ex-
ample to the conventional RGA pairing rule.

G(s) =
1− s

(1+5s)2


 1 −4.19 −25.96

6.19 1 −25.96
1 1 1


 (3.1)

The RGA of the system is independent of frequency and given by

Λ(iω) =


 1 5 −5

−5 1 5
5 −5 1


 (3.2)

Hovd and Skogestad optimized diagonal PI-controllers for various configura-
tions, and found that pairing on the +1 RGA elements resulted in a poor closed
loop performance with a bandwidth of only 0.0009rad/s. A significantly better
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performance was obtained for the pairing corresponding to +5 RGA elements,
with a bandwidth of 0.0045rad/s. In both cases the bandwidth was maximized
subject to a constraint on the maximum singular value of the overall sensitivity,
i.e.,‖S‖∞ ≤ 2.

The RGA for the system in equation (3.1) indicates that, provided the loops
(1/1)1 and (2/2) are closed perfectly, the subsystem (3/3) will be unaffected.
Similarly, if the loops (1/2) and (2/3) are closed perfectly, the gain in subsystem
(3/1) will decrease by a factor of 5. However, if the loops are closed with finite
bandwidth control, one might expect the gain changes to be somewhat differ-
ent from those predicted by the RGA. To consider the difference for the loops
mentioned above, we designed simple PI-controllers for the individual loops in
an independent way, such that the closed loop bandwidth was 0.001rad/s in
each loop. This is a quite low desired bandwidth compared to the RHP zero at
+1, but a slightly higher bandwidth would lead to instability for the+1 pair-
ing. For the+5 pairing, however, the desired bandwidths could be increased
by a factor of more than 100 without getting instability. The resulting relative
gain change for the third loop, i.e., open loop gain divided by the gain resulting
when the two other loops are closed, are plotted in Figure 3.1. As seen from the
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Figure 3.1: Example 1: magnitude of the relative changes of the transfer-
functions of elements 3/3 (x) and 3/1 (o), respectively, due to finite bandwidth
control of the corresponding other subsystems. Bandwidths in individual loops
areωBi = 0.001rad/s

figure, the gain in loop (3/3) does not remain constant, as the RGA predicts, but

1(output/input)
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increases over frequency by a factor of up to almost 30. However, the gain in
loop (3/1) undergoes a relatively small change in the frequency region around
the bandwidth of the individual loops. Thus, the real effect of interactions for
this system are quite contradictory to what is predicted by the RGA.

In order to understand the differences between the interactions present un-
der finite bandwidth control and those predicted by the RGA, consider first the
lower right 2×2 subsystem of the plant (3.1). The RGA of this subsystem is

Λ23o(iω) =
(

0.037 0.963
0.963 0.037

)
(3.3)

where subscripto implies that the subsystem (1/1) is open-loop. Thus, accord-
ing to the RGA, pairing on the diagonal for this subsystem in not a good choice.
If perfect control in the (2/2) element is assumed, then the gain in the (3/3)
element will increase by a factor 1/0.0371≈ 27. The RGA of the subsystem
containing the first and third input and the first and third output is the same as
in equation (3.3). This means, that if the loop (1/1) is closed perfectly the gain
in loop (3/3) increases by a factor of≈ 27. When loop (1/1) has been closed
with infinite bandwidth, the RGA for the lower right 2×2 subsystem becomes
(see also Häggblom (1997))

Λ23c(iω) =
(

26.96 −25.96
−25.96 26.96

)
(3.4)

Thus, if the loop (2/2) now is closed perfectly, the gain in loop (3/3) will de-
crease by a factor of≈ 27. The total result, when looking at the overall system,
is that if both loops (1/1) and (2/2) are closed perfectly, the gain in loop (3/3)
will be unaffected. However, from the analysis above it is obvious, that by us-
ing finite-bandwidth control instead of perfect control, the gain changes can be
highly different due to the strong interactions in the 2×2 subsystems. A similar
analysis for the pairing corresponding to RGA elements of+5 shows that the
interactions in the corresponding 2×2 systems are much weaker. This is also
confirmed by the results in Figure 3.1.

The effect of interactions in the 2× 2 subsystems can also be seen from
the closed-loop sensitivities obtained in these subsystems. Figures 3.2 and 3.3
show the singular values of the sensitivities for the subsystem with outputs 1
and 2 when pairing on RGA-elements of+1 and+5, respectively. The sensi-
tivities are computed prior to closing the loop for output 3. As can be seen, the
sensitivity for the pairing corresponding to relative gains of+5 is much closer
to the desired one than the sensitivity for the+1 pairing. In particular, the large
peak in the sensitivity for the+1 pairing explains why the gain changes in the
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Figure 3.2: Example 1: desired (o) and achieved (x) singular values of sensi-
tivity function for the 2×2 subsystem considered when measuring the effect of
interactions on the 3,3-element ofG(s).

(3/3) loop, as shown in Figure 3.1, are highly different from that predicted by
the RGA.

The analysis above suggests that, in order to determine whether it is rea-
sonable to assume perfect control, one should evaluate the RGA for all possible
subsystems, with and without perfect control of the remaining system. This is
essentially also what is proposed by Häggblom (1997). However, it is clear that
this is an exhaustive task even for relatively small systems.

In conclusion, while the RGA may predict the gain changes due to interac-
tions in 2×2 systems quite well, within the bandwidth of the scalar subsystems,
it may yield completely misleading predictions forn× n systems withn > 2.
Thus, when considering performance in particular, one should be careful to
draw conclusions based on the RGA for the case withn > 2. However, it should
be pointed out that the RGA can be used as a measure of plant diagonality, or
triangularity, of a system, since in that case the RGA is close to the identity
matrix, e.g., (Skogestad and Postlethwaite 1996). Furthermore, as stated above,
the RGA has proven useful to derive necessary conditions for various types of
stability, such as DIC.

3.3.3 The Decentralized Relative Gain - dRG

We here introduce the Decentralized Relative Gain (dRG) as a tool to estimate
the effect of interactions under finite bandwidth decentralized control. Before
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Figure 3.3: Example 1: desired (o) and achieved (x) singular values of sensi-
tivity function for the 2×2 subsystem considered when measuring the effect of
interactions on the 3,1-element ofG(s).

defining the dRG we consider the problem of controller dependency when as-
suming finite bandwidth control.

The Issue of Controller Dependency

The main reasons for assuming perfect control when estimating the effect of
interactions, such as in the RGA and PRGA, is partly to avoid the need for
specific controller designs and partly to avoid results which are strongly con-
troller dependent. Our aim is here to derive a tool, based on finite bandwidth
control, which does not require the user to specify a complete controller, but
rather some simple performance measures, and which furthermore is more or
less independent of the controller type employed.

The critical frequency region, both for performance and stability, is the re-
gion around the control system bandwidth. Thus, this is the frequency region
that should be focused upon when considering the effect of interactions. The
performance around the desired bandwidthωB can be described by a few key
specifications such as phase marginφm and roll-off nro. These specifications
can be achieved using essentially any controller type, or design methodology,
and the specific type chosen is not important. For convenience, we here choose
to employ Internal Model Control (IMC) to derive the controllers that yield
the desired characteristics around the bandwidth. Thus we specify the desired
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sensitivity as
ŜG̃(s) ≈ F(s) = diag( f1(s), . . . , fn(s)) (3.5)

Here F(s) consists of specific transfer-functions yielding the desired perfor-
mance around the desired bandwidth, and is chosen according to the desired
ωb, φm andnro. The transfer-matrixG̃ = diag(G) consists of the diagonal ele-
ments of the overall systemG.

Based onF(s) in equation (3.5) it is possible to derive an IMC-based con-
troller K̃ for the diagonal system̃G

K̃ = G̃−1
m

(
F−1− I

)≈ G̃−1
m

(
Ŝ−1

G̃
− I
)

(3.6)

The termG̃m results from the separation of the systemG̃ into a diagonal allpass
transfer matrixÃ and a diagonal minimum phase systemG̃m(s)

G̃ = ÃG̃m (3.7)

This is important since for independent controller design RHP-zeros in the di-
agonal elements, or blocks, represent a performance limitation, although they
may not pose any limitation for multivariable control or dependent decentral-
ized control design (Cui and Jacobsen 2001).

Note that the control design given by equation (3.6) in general can result in
improper controllers. However, this is not important since the improperness can
be handled by adding poles at sufficiently high frequencies, such that they do
not affect the performance around the bandwidth.

Next we define the decentralized relative gain (dRG) by using the above
approach for determination of a decentralized finite bandwidth controller for
the different subsystems.

Definition and Properties of the dRG

The dRG represents the changes in the diagonal elements of the transfer matrix
G(s), due to interactions caused by the remaining(n−1)× (n−1) subsystem
Gii being controlled with the decentralized controllerKii as determined from
3.6. The decentralized relative gain for a scalar subsystem is then given by

[Λd ]ii = gii

[
gii −gri

i

(
Kii−1 +Gii

)−1
gci

i

]−1

(3.8)

whereKii is determined from the key specifications such as desired bandwidth
(ωb), phase margin (φm) and roll-off (nro) as shown above. Heregii denotes
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the i-th diagonal element ofG, Gii the remaining(n−1)× (n−1) subsystem
obtained by removing rowi and columni in G, gri

i is thei-th row of G without
thei-th element andgci

i thei-th column ofG without thei-th element.
Some properties of the dRG are

1. An infinite bandwidthωBi = ∞ corresponds to perfect control in the sub-
systems and the dRG then becomes equal to the standard RGA. This also
applies at zero frequencyω = 0 provided integral action is included in
the controller.

2. The dRG is pairing-dependent, which is a disadvantage, but probably
necessary in order to get the information needed to choose the best pair-
ing.

3. It is based on the assumption of independent controller tuning, and thus
not relevant for cases where interactions are taken into account when tun-
ing or designing the controller, i.e., dependent tuning.

4. As an interaction based pairing rule, one should select the control struc-
ture for which the magnitude of the dRG is closest to one and the phase-
lag is close to 0 (see below) around and above the desired bandwidth.

5. Generalization to a block dRG, i.e., with block-diagonal control, is straight-
forward.

3.3.4 Example 1, continued

In order to analyze the effect of interactions in the system (3.1) we define
the desired bandwidthωB = 0.001rad/s, phase marginφm = 90◦ and roll-off
nro = −1, for all loops. Using IMC, this corresponds to the desired diagonal
sensitivities

[F ]i =
s

0.001+ s
, i = 1, ...,n (3.9)

The magnitude and phase of the resulting dRGs are shown in Figure 3.4. As
can be seen, the magnitude plot in Figure 3.4 is almost identical to the one in
Figure 3.1, and the dRG thus captures well the gain changes due to the interac-
tions between the subsystems. For low frequencies the magnitude of the dRG is
close to the standard RGA, as expected since we have perfect control atω = 0.
However, around and above the desired bandwidth, the gains for the pairing on
RGA-elements of+1 increase by approximately a factor 25, while for the+5
pairing they only increase by a factor of approximately 1.2. Thus, the pairing
on the+5 RGA-elements seems to be significantly less interactive around the
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Figure 3.4: Example 1: magnitude and phase of the dRG elements for pairings
on +1 (x) and on +5 (o) elements. Bandwidth in single loops:ωBi = 0.001rad/s

desired bandwidth. The corresponding phase plot gives a similar result. For the
+1 pairing the dRG predicts an increase of the phase-lag of up to 70◦ around the
desired bandwidth, where also the magnitude is significantly increased. Thus,
one should expect the interactions to have a significant influence on the perfor-
mance for this pairing. Note that the RGA predicts no phase change whatsoever,
for either pairing, due to interactions for this system.

Phase-Information from the dRG

When analyzing interactions, using tools such as the RGA, the focus is usually
on the effect of the interactions on the subsystem gain, or magnitude of the
frequency response. However, it is well known that the phase lag of a system
plays a crucial role, both for stability and performance, when closing a feedback
loop around the system. Thus, it is therefore essential to consider the effect of
interactions also on the phase lag of the subsystems.

In terms of the dRG, the change in phase lag in loopi, due to interactions,
is given by

arg[Λd(iω)]ii (3.10)

Note that a positive phase of the dRG implies that the phase lag increases due
to the presence of interactions with other subsystems.

In order to illustrate the importance of the effect of interactions on the phase
lag of the subsystems, we consider next a simple 2×2 system.
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3.3.5 Example 2

Consider the 2×2 system

G(s) =
1

5s+1

(
0.5 −1

(s+1)2

1 1

)
(3.11)

Assume the performance specifications defining the desired sensitivity, around
the desired bandwidth, are given byωB = 1rad/s, φm = 90◦ andnro = −1 for
both loops. Using IMC, this corresponds to the desired diagonal sensitivity

[F ]i =
s

1+ s
, i = 1, ...,n (3.12)
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Figure 3.5: Example 2: magnitude and phase of dRG elements for diagonal (x)
and off-diagonal (o) pairing.

Figure 3.5 shows the dRG elements for the diagonal and off-diagonal pair-
ings, respectively. From the magnitude plot alone one would conclude that the
interactions around the crossover are less severe for the diagonal pairing (the
RGA would conclude that the pairings are equivalent). However, if one consid-
ers the phase of the dRG one finds that the interactions will give a significant
increase in the phase lag for the diagonal pairing. For the off-diagonal pair-
ing the effect of interactions on the phase is smaller and furthermore such that
the phase lag decreases. Based on this, one should expect that the off-diagonal
pairing is the preferred choice, at least if independent tuning is desired.
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Figure 3.6 shows the diagonal elements of the sensitivity for the two pair-
ings, using an IMC-type of controller tuned such that the individual open loop
sensitivities have a bandwidth of 1 rad/s. As expected from the above analysis,
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Figure 3.6: Example 2: diagonal elements of the sensitivity for the diagonal (x)
and off-diagonal pairing (o), when using an IMC type of controller. The dashed
line shows the desired sensitivitySG̃.

the interactions have a more severe effect on the performance, and in particular
around the bandwidth, if one chooses to pair on the diagonal elements ofG.

3.4 Conclusions

This paper has dealt with the problem of selecting control structures for de-
centralized control, with a particular focus on performance under independent
controller design. We have shown that, for this purpose, it is crucial to consider
the effect of finite bandwidth control, as opposed to perfect control as assumed
e.g., in the RGA. This applies in particular ton×n systems withn > 2, and is
explained by the fact that the performance of the(n−1)× (n−1) subsystems,
considered controlled when calculating the effect of interactions on the scalar
subsystems, can be highly different from the performances in the individual
scalar subsystems.

In order to enable an estimation of the effect of interactions under decen-
tralized finite bandwidth control we proposed thedecentralized relative gain
(dRG). It was stressed that both the magnitude and phase information contained
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in the dRG should be used when selecting control configurations for perfor-
mance based on independent controller design.
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4.1 Abstract

The paper addresses the effect of interactions on the performance of decentral-
ized control systems based on independent tuning. Independent tuning implies
that controllers for the subsystems are designed without considering the effect
of interactions, and hence it is desirable to minimize the effect of interactions in
order to achieve a desired performance for the overall system. The most com-
monly used tool for measuring the effect of interactions and selecting decentral-
ized control configurations is the Relative Gain Array (RGA), which measures
the effect of interactions on the open-loop subsystems assuming perfect mul-
tivariable control of the remaining system. In this paper we show that these
assumptions are poor for systems larger than 2×2, and derive a measure for the
effect of interactions on the closed-loop subsystems based on finite-bandwidth
and decentralized control of the remaining system. The tool can be used to
determine control configurations which achieve a desired performance using
independent tuning. It is demonstrated through several examples that the pro-
posed tool is a significantly better tool than the RGA for selecting decentralized
control configurations when the aim is to achieve a desired performance of the
overall system, in particular for systems larger than 2×2.
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4.2 Introduction

Control systems in large scale systems, e.g. chemical plants, are usually highly
structured. Hierarchically, they are typically decomposed into one or more op-
timization layers and at least two control layers. The lowest control layer, the
regulatory control, is usually highly decentralized and implements the setpoints
received from the supervisory control layer, which consists mostly of local mul-
tivariable controllers.

Some advantages of this intensive structuring of a control system are 1)
robustness (reduced modelling costs) and reduced cost of controller design and
maintenance, 2) increased flexibility, 3) tolerance to measurement and actuator
failures and 4) operator understanding.

Of course, when control systems are so highly structured, it is important to
have tools that can assist in selecting a structure which can provide acceptable
robustness and performance. In particular, the structural decisions made at the
regulatory level are crucial since the performance of this layer sets the limit for
the performance of the overall control system.

Control structure design (CSD) regarding the regulatory control layer in-
volves 1) defining the controlled variables, 2) selecting measurements and ac-
tuators to use for control, 3) selecting a structure of interconnections between
measurements and actuators and 4) selecting the type of controllers (see, e.g.,
Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996)).

In this paper we focus on the problem of selecting a structure of intercon-
nections which yields the best performance under independent controller tuning
of the subsystems. Note that we here distinguish between independent and de-
pendent controller tuning. In the first case, considered here, the aim is to find
a structure which minimizes the effect of interactions on the performance of
the subsystems and the overall system, such that the subsystems can be tuned
more or less independently. In the second case the subsystem interactions are
taken into account when tuning the individual controllers, and may be utilized
to improve the control performance in some subsystems. For instance, interac-
tions may be utilized to remove non-minimum phase performance limitations
in a subsystem (Cui and Jacobsen 2001). Central to both these approaches is
obviously an understanding of the interactions among the different subsystems
and how these affect the control performance.

The most commonly used tool for measuring interactions and selecting con-
trol structures for single-loop controllers is still the Relative Gain Array (RGA)
introduced by Bristol (1966). Several authors, e.g. Skogestadet al. (1990b),
have demonstrated practical applications of the RGA. Important advantages of
the RGA are that it depends on the plant model only and that it is scaling inde-
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pendent. However, it is important to stress that the common pairing rules based
on the RGA merely are rules of thumb, and that all theoretical results based
on the RGA relate to stability properties only, such as Decentralized Integral
Controllability (DIC) (see, e.g. Grosdidieret al. (1985)). Indeed, as shown by
Schmidt and Jacobsen (2001), the commonly used pairing rules based on the
RGA will often fail to select the best structure with respect to performance, in
particular for systems larger than 2×2. This result should be considered in the
light of the fact that most examples and case studies used in papers on control
structure selection are limited to 2×2 systems.

Hovd and Skogestad (1992) introduced a performance related interaction
measure, the performance relative gain array (PRGA), which can be used to de-
termine the compensation needed for interactions in each subsystem, i.e., using
dependent tuning, to achieve a desired performance. The tool can hence also
be used to determine structures for which the least interaction compensation is
needed. However, also this tool is based on the assumption of perfect control up
to the desired control system bandwidth and does not take phase contributions
from the interactions into account.

In the following we consider independent, decentralized and finite band-
width control. To avoid a strong dependence on the controller type used, we
simply specify performance using a few key parameters such as bandwidth and
phase margin.

The paper considers mainly single-loop controller, i.e., scalar subsystems,
but extension to block-diagonal controllers is straightforward, as discussed in
the paper.

4.3 Effect of interactions on performance

Given a general square multivariablen×n systemG(s), the transfer matrix can
be divided into its diagonal̃G and its off diagonal elements̄G, such that

G = G̃+ Ḡ (4.1)

The system is to be controlled by a diagonal controllerK. Independent design
implies thatK is designed, or tuned, based onG̃ only and that the off-diagonal
elements inḠ should have as little influence on the closed loop performance
as possible. The desired performance can then be expressed in terms of the
diagonal sensitivitySG̃ = (I + G̃K)−1.

However, the interactions caused by the off-diagonal elementsḠ will cause
the diagonal elements of the overall sensitivityS = (1+GK)−1 to deviate from
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the desired ones. The relationship betweenS andSG̃ can be written (see, e.g.,
Grosdidier and Morari (1986))

S =
(
I +SG̃ḠK

)−1
SG̃ = SG̃ (I +ETG̃)−1 (4.2)

With E = ḠG̃−1, TG̃ = I −SG̃ andSG̃ =
(
I + G̃K

)−1
.

The effect of interactions on the overall sensitivity is thus given by(I +
ETḠ)−1, and will obviously depend on the design of the controllerK.

In order to avoid the controller dependence when dealing with interactions,
the assumption of perfect control is commonly employed, e.g., Bristol (1966),
Hovd and Skogestad (1992). However, since the critical frequency region, both
for performance and stability, is around the control system bandwidth, and the
control usually is far from perfect around this frequency, we here introduce
finite bandwidth control and then evaluate later whether this is important for
determining the best structure. Since it is the interactions around the desired
bandwidth of the subsystems which is of main concern, the controllers can be
defined using a few key specifications such as desired bandwidth (ωb), or de-
sired crossover frequency (ωc), phase margin (φm), and roll-off (nro). These
specifications can be achieved using essentially any controller type, or design
methodology, and the specific type chosen is not important. For convenience
we here choose to use IMC to derive the controllers that yield the desired char-
acteristics around the bandwidth. Thus we specify

F(s) = diag( f1(s), . . . , fn(s)) ≈ ŜG̃(s) (4.3)

with equality at the desired bandwidth.F(s) consists of specific transfer-functions
representing the desired performance around the desired bandwidth, in terms of
the desired sensitivitŷSG̃(s), and is chosen according to the desiredωb or ωc,
φm andnro.

Based onF(s) in equation (4.3) it is possible to derive an IMC-based con-
troller K̃ for the systemG̃ as

K̃ = G̃−1
m

(
F−1− I

)≈ G̃−1
m

(
Ŝ−1

G̃
− I
)

(4.4)

The termG̃m results from the separation of the system̃G = diag(G) into a
diagonal allpass transfer matrixÃ and a diagonal minimum phase systemG̃m(s).

G̃ = ÃG̃m (4.5)

This is important since for independent controller design RHP-zeros in the
diagonal elements of the transfer matrix do matter, while for multivariable
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and dependent decentralized control the same RHP-zeros might not pose a
problem (Cui and Jacobsen 2001). A generalization to blockdiagonal con-
trollers is straightforward by factorizing the multivariable subsystems in terms
of Blaschke products (see, e.g., Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996)).

Now, by usingK̃ as the controllerK for the overall system in equation (4.2)
we can derive a relationship between the desired sensitivity and the achieved
sensitivityS, which is valid around the desired bandwidth.

S = SG̃ (I +ETG̃)−1 = SG̃X ≈ FX (4.6)

with equality if the single loops are minimum phase, and

X = X(ωb,φm,nro) =

=
(

I + ḠK̃
(
I + G̃K̃

)−1
)−1

=

=
[

I + ḠG̃−1
m

((
F−1− I

)−1
+ Ã
)−1

]−1

(4.7)

Under the assumption of perfect control, i.e.F ≈ 0, the ratioX becomes equal
to the PRGAΓ.

X =
[

I + ḠG̃−1
m

((
F−1− I

)−1
+ Ã
)−1

]−1

≈

≈
[
I + ḠG̃−1

m

(
0+ Ã

)−1
]−1

=

=
[
I + ḠG̃−1]−1

= G̃G−1 = Γ (4.8)

This is not surprising since both the ratioX and the PRGA (Hovd and Skogestad
1992) can be seen to represent a measure of the interactions between the dif-
ferent subsystems. The main difference between the two measures lies in the
assumption of finite bandwidth control and perfect control, respectively. Be-
low we consider the importance of this difference. First a method for selecting
control configurations based on the ratioX is proposed.

4.4 Selecting control configurations based on in-
teractions using the ratio X

In this section a simple pairing tool based on the ratioX is derived and then
applied to two examples in the next section. These examples also allow for a
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comparison of the finite bandwidth control approach with the perfect control
approach.

For independent design it is desirable that the overall sensitivityS is as close
as possible to the designed sensitivitySG̃. Thus, from equation (4.6), the matrix
X should be as close to the identity matrix as possible. This leads us to the
definition of the frequency dependentξ -measure

ξ (ω) = σ̄ (F (X(iω)− I)) ω ∈ [αωb,βωb] (4.9)

A reasonable choice for the constantsα andβ is α ≈ 0.1 andβ ≈ 100. Note
that the measure is evaluated around the desired bandwidthωb and upwards in
frequency. The reason for this is that this is the frequency region where the
impact of interactions expectedly will be most significant, and also the region
we have focused upon in the controller design above. For frequencies well
below the bandwidth the sensitivity will usually be relatively small and thus the
effect of interactions will be less significant. Therefor the desired sensitivities
F are used in equation (4.9) as a frequency dependent weighting. Also note
that the measure is based on the assumption that the desired bandwidth is the
same for all subsystems. This is of course a limitation since one way to deal
with interactions often is to use different bandwidths in different subsystems.
However, we believe that in most regulatory control systems it is preferable to
have approximately the same bandwidth in all subsystems.

Based on theξ -measure above, we propose the following pairing rule

Pairing rule: The pairing, for which the maximum peak of the ξ -
measure, defined in equation (4.9), is the smallest in the considered
frequency range, should be preferred, when a desired closed loop
performance using independent controller design is an objective.

It should be noted, that theξ -measure does not provide any information
about the stability properties of the different pairings. Therefor it should always
be checked whetherX(s) in equation (4.7) is stable for the chosenF(s). Fur-
thermore, since the controllers for the single loops are designed without taking
care of interactions, it should also be made sure, that the pairings not being DIC
are excluded. DIC might, e.g., be checked using the RGA or the Niederlinski
Index (Niederlinski 1971).

4.5 Examples

In this section two examples are given to demonstrate the importance of consid-
ering interactions under finite bandwidth control when selecting control struc-
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tures for performance. Pairings based on the RGA and the PRGA are compared
to pairings based on theξ -measure defined above.

4.5.1 Example 1

Hovd and Skogestad (1992) introduced the following systemG(s) as a counter
example to the conventional RGA pairing rule.

G(s) =
1− s

(1+5s)2


 1 −4.19 −25.96

6.19 1 −25.96
1 1 1


 (4.10)

The RGA of the system is frequency independent and given by

Λ(iω) =


 1 5 −5

−5 1 5
5 −5 1


 (4.11)

A common rule of thumb is to pair on subsystems corresponding to RGA-
elements with magnitudes closest to 1. Thus, the diagonal pairing should be
preferred. However, Hovd and Skogestad found that pairing on the +1 RGA
elements resulted in a poor closed loop performance with a maximum band-
width of approximately 0.0009 rad/s and that pairing on the +5 elements led
to a better performance with a bandwidth of approx. 0.0045 rad/s. In both
cases PID-controllers were employed, and the tuning was based on maximizing
the bandwidth subject to the maximum singular value of the sensitivity being
restricted to be less than 2 (‖S‖∞ ≤ 2). It is clear to the authors that these band-
widths are far below the achievable bandwidth when using a full multivariable
controller. However, when decentralized PI-control is used, a slightly higher
bandwidth (0.003 rad/s) in each loop will make the closed loop system unstable
with the +1-pairing. Still, even if decentralized control may not seem appro-
priate for this system, a pairing tool should be able to select the best possible
pairing.

Using the pairing rule, defined above, in a perfect control version1 we get
the ξΓ values given in table 4.1. It can be seen that the measure based on the
PRGA supports the rule of thumb and proposes the +1-RGA element pairing to
be the least interactive. As the PRGA is frequency independent for this system,
theξΓ-measure is too.

1Theperfect control version of the pairing rule is obtained by replacingX(s) in equation (4.9)
with the PRGAΓ and omitting the scaling withF , as under perfect controlF is equal to zero.
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Pairing output/input ξΓ
1/1 2/2 3/3 (+1 RGA elements) 7.15
1/2 2/3 3/1 (+5 RGA elements) 34.76

Table 4.1: The PRGA-ξ -measure computed for the different pairings of exam-
ple 1.

If we instead of perfect control assume finite bandwidth control in the sub-
systems, with desired single loop bandwidthsωbi = 0.001, roll-off −1 and
phase margin 90o, we get the maximum of theξ -measures as displayed in Ta-
ble 4.2. Note that, to allow for a better comparison with theξΓ-measure, the
scaling withF in equation (4.9) has been omitted also here. As seen from the
table the pairing corresponding to the RGA-elements of+5 now appears to be
significantly better than the pairing corresponding to+1 RGA-elements. Thus,
relaxing the assumption of perfect control results in a recommendation contrary
to that found with perfect control.

Pairing output/input maxω(ξ (ω))
1/1 2/2 3/3 (+1 RGA elements) 19.05
1/2 2/3 3/1 (+5 RGA elements) 3.84

Table 4.2: Theξ -measure computed for the different pairings of example 1
using the ratioX with desired bandwidthsωi = 0.001 rad/s.

Figure 4.1 shows theξ (ω)-measure for the two pairings and desired band-
widthsωbi = 0.001 and 0.01, evaluated over frequency. The figure shows more
clearly the differences between the pairings. We can see that at low frequencies,
where the control is close to perfect, the effect of interactions is smaller for the
pairing on+1 RGA-elements. At the desired bandwidth the effect of interac-
tions are similar for the two pairings. However, for higher frequencies there are
severe effects of the interactions for the+1-pairing but only small effects for
the+5-pairing. The severity of the interactions are also seen to increase with
increasing bandwidth for the+1-pairing, and as seen from the peak inξ (ω)
one can expect instability with this pairing for higher bandwidths. Also note
that the severe effects of interactions for the+1-pairing imply that the achieved
bandwidth in general will deviate significantly from the desired one.

Figure 4.2 shows the desired and achieved sensitivities, in the chosen sub-
systems, with the two pairings and desired bandwidthsωbi = 0.001 (PI- con-
trollers were used). For low frequencies we again find that the RGA correctly
predicts that the interactions have little effect on the subsystem performance
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Figure 4.1:ξ (ω)-measure plotted for pairings on +1 (x) and on +5 (o) RGA-
elements for different bandwidths (solid:ωi = 0.001 rad/s and dashed:ωi =
0.01 rad/s)

when pairing on+1-elements. However, close to the desired bandwidth we
see a significant effect of interactions for this pairing due to non-perfect control
in the subsystems. However, for the+5 pairing the effect of interactions are
relatively small around the bandwidth as predicted by theξ -measure above.
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Figure 4.2: Desired (dashed) and achieved subsystem sensitivities for pairings
on +1 (x) and +5 (o) RGA/elements. PI-control is used realizing bandwidths of
ωbi = 0.001 rad/s in the individual subsystems.
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In order to understand why the assumption of perfect control leads to erro-
neous conclusions with respect to the effect of interactions under finite band-
width control, we employ the interaction measure dRG proposed by Schmidt
and Jacobsen (2001). The dRG measures the effects of interactions on the mag-
nitude and phase of a subsystem when the other systems are under finite band-
width and decentralized control. We here consider the bandwidthωbi = 0.001.
In Figure 4.3 the magnitude and phase of the dRG for the two pairings are
shown. The magnitude plot shows the relative decrease in the gain of the sub-
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Figure 4.3: Magnitude and phase of the dRG for subsystems corresponding to
+1 (x) and +5 (o) RGA-elements. Desired bandwidth in subsystemi = 1,2
ωbi = 0.001 rad/s

systems (a value less than 1 implies a gain increase), while the phase plot shows
the phase decrease (a positive value implies phase loss) due to interactions. Note
that for the two pairings the corresponding RGA elements would show magni-
tude 1 and 5, respectively, and the phase change prediction would be 0 for both
pairings. However, from the dRG we see that the interactions for the+1 pair-
ing causes a very large gain increase and simultaneous increase in phase-lag at
frequencies above the desired bandwidth. Compared to that, the effects for the
+5 pairing around the desired bandwidth are relatively small.

It is important to stress that the above results can not be explained by the dif-
ference between perfect control and finite bandwidth control of a single scalar
system. Rather, as shown by Schmidt and Jacobsen (2001), the main reason
is that the performance of the(n− 1)× (n− 1) subsystems considered when
computing the RGA and dRG elements of ann× n system will be highly dif-
ferent from the performance of the individual scalar subsystems. This is due
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to the fact that also these(n−1)× (n−1) subsystems are under decentralized
control, while the RGA and PRGA assume these subsystems to be under per-
fect full multivariable control. In fact, as discussed by Schmidt and Jacobsen
(2001), for 2×2 systems the RGA usually gives good predictions of the effects
of interactions, since in this case the(n−1)×(n−1) subsystems are scalar and
hence under “full” control.

4.5.2 Example 2

As a second example we consider the following 3×3 system

G(s) =
1+2s

(1+10s)2


 0.53 −0.74 1.00

0.81 0.73 0.63
−0.79 0.42 0.56


 (4.12)

The performance parameters, defining the desired performance of the single
controlled loops around the bandwidth are given by a crossover frequency of
ωc = 1 rad/s, a roll-off ofnro = −1 and a phase margin ofφm = 80◦ for all
loops. Using IMC, this corresponds to the desired diagonal sensitivities

[F ]ii =
s2 +0.84s

s2 +1.68s+1
, i = 1, ...,n (4.13)

Table 4.3 shows the maximum values of theξ -measure over the considered
frequency region, calculated for the desired performance and all the 6 differ-
ent pairings. TheDIC-column in Table 4.3 indicates whether the pairing is

Pairing Nr out/in maxω(ξ (ω)) DIC
1 1/1 2/2 3/3 6.56 y
2 1/2 2/1 3/3 3.32 y
3 1/3 2/2 3/1 1.75 y
4 1/1 2/3 3/2 1.03 n
5 1/2 2/3 3/1 3.43 y
6 1/3 2/1 3/2 4.13 y

Table 4.3:ξ -measure pairing tool used for the 6 candidate pairings of the second
example

decentralized integral controllable, i.e., that all steady state RGA elements cor-
responding to the controlled elements are positive, when looking at the overall
system G(s) and at all the 2x2 subsystems containing two controlled elements
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on their diagonal. This is important to check, since controllers having an inte-
gral part are going to be used and stability would not be achieved by indepen-
dent design. Furthermore, because of zeros eventually crossing from the left
half plane into the right half plane due to control (see Cui and Jacobsen (2001)),
even for dependent controller design the achievable performance might not be
very good. It can be seen, that the 4th pairing, ranked as best by theξ -measure,
has to be excluded from further consideration, since it is not DIC.

To see if theξ -measure is able to predict the differences in the achievable
performance for certain pairings, we compare the 3rd pairing, considered sec-
ond best by theξ -measure, with the 1st pairing, considered worst. To do so, we
design single-loop Lead-Lag-controllers to achieve crossover-frequencies of 1
rad/s and phase margins of 80◦ in the single loops. The maximum singular
value of the diagonal sensitivities for the two pairings are displayed in Figure
4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Maximum singular value of the diagonal sensitivities plotted for
the two suggested pairings (x: 3rd, best pairing) and (o: 1st, worst pairing).
The dashed line shows the desired performance in terms of[F ]ii. Lead-Lag-
controllers achieving crossover-frequencies of 1 rad/s and phase margins of 80◦
in the single loops were used.

It can clearly be seen that the closed loop performance for the 1st pairing,
which theξ -measure identified as the worst pairing, is further away from the
desired performance, than the closed loop performance for the 3rd pairing. The
desired closed loop performance is given by the dashed line. This result is
supported by the corresponding closed loop step responses for the three outputs,
shown in Figure 4.5. The step responses for the corresponding off-diagonal
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elements are not shown.
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Figure 4.5: Closed loop step responses for the two suggested pairings (x: 3rd,
best pairing) and (o: 1st, worst pairing). The dashed line shows the step re-
sponse corresponding to the desired performance. Lead-Lag-controllers achiev-
ing crossover-frequencies of 1 rad/s and phase margins of 80◦ in the single loops
were used.

4.6 Conclusions

The paper considered closed loop performance under decentralized control. It is
shown that the assumption of perfect control up to the bandwidth is a poor one
for the evaluation of the achievable performance of a certain decentralized con-
trol structure, in particular for systems larger than 2×2. Since the interactions
should be expected to have the most significant effect around the bandwidth of
the subsystems, we have in this paper suggested a closed-loop interaction mea-
sure which takes finite bandwidth and decentralized control into account. The
control has been defined in such a way, that, around the desired bandwidth, the
behavior of the system is independent of the controller type employed. Based
on the measure, a simple model based tool for control configuration selection,
based on the desired closed loop performance in terms of setpoint tracking, has
been derived and successfully applied to two simple examples.
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5.1 Abstract

The paper considers the effect of interactions on the disturbance rejection prop-
erties of decentralized control systems. In particular, the problem of selecting
the control structure which yields the best disturbance rejection properties un-
der independent tuning of the individual subsystems is addressed. As a special
case we consider systems that contain one or more integrators and which give
rise to a number of zero elements in the transfer-matrix of the overall system.
By assuming that no performance specifications exist for these integrators, we
derive a method in which the disturbance sensitivity of the remaining outputs
can be minimized. The method is based on closing the integrator loops prior
to the evaluation of a performance measure proposed in this paper. The results
are particularly relevant to the process industry where plants usually contain
a large number of integrators in the form of gas and liquid holdups for which
the performance specifications usually are weak. An example from the pro-
cess industry is used to illustrate the method and it is shown that the developed
performance measure predicts correctly the closed loop systems properties for
different kinds of disturbances.
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5.2 Introduction

Disturbance attenuation is often the main objective of process control. This
paper considers the disturbance attenuation properties of a closed loop system,
when the plant is controlled using a decentralized controller. The plant model is
given by a general square multivariablen×n systemG(s), i.e., havingn inputs
andn outputs. Decentralized control implies that the overall system is decom-
posed into a number of interacting subsystems for which individual controllers
are designed, i.e., the overall controller may be written on a blockdiagonal form.
Such a decomposition of the control problem is usually preferred due to the in-
herent robustness of such structures (both with respect to model uncertainty and
sensor/actuator failures) and the ease of (re)tuning compared to the case with
full multivariable controllers. However, the potential cost of using a limited
controller structure is reduced closed loop performance due to the presence of
interactions among the subsystems and the possibly strong directionality of the
overall multivariable system. Therefor tools are needed, guiding the engineer in
the selection of an acceptable control configuration, i.e. a structure of intercon-
nections between measurements and manipulated variables, in order to achieve
the desired performance of the closed-loop system. Especially in the area of
process control should these tools be able to make use of the fact that several
pure integrators are contained in the plant and that there usually are no tight
performance specifications for the corresponding inventory loops.

Available tools for the selection of decentralized control configurations ad-
dressing the disturbance rejection properties of a closed loop system are very
few. Hovd and Skogestad (1992) introduced the closed loop disturbance gain
(CLDG), which can aid in determining the required open loop gain in each
subsystem in order to achieve a specified disturbance attenuation for the over-
all closed loop system. Skogestad and Morari (1987) propose to evaluate the
Disturbance Condition Number, or the closely related Relative Disturbance
Gain (Stanleyet al. 1985), together with the RGA (Bristol 1966) to determine
whether decentralized or full multivariable control should be used for distur-
bance rejection. Other performance related tools are the performance relative
gain array (PRGA) (Hovd and Skogestad 1992) and the Relative Sensitivity
Asymptotes (Arkun 1988). Even the RGA (Bristol 1966) is often used as a
pairing tool based on performance considerations, e.g. Govatsmark and Sko-
gestad (2001). One important shortcoming of most available tools is, however,
the assumption that perfect control up to the bandwidth is a reasonable assump-
tion. Schmidt and Jacobsen (2001) showed that this, in general, is not the case
for systems larger than 2×2. In particular, for the RGA all available theoretical
results concern stability only while performance is addressed only by engineer-
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ing rules of thumb resting on no theoretical basis whatsoever.
Also the issue of handling (almost) pure integrators has received little at-

tention in the literature so far. However, it is well known that essentially all
processes in the process industry contain a large number of integrators in the
form of liquid and gas holdups. These integrators need to be stabilized, but oth-
erwise there are usually few performance specifications assigned to these vari-
ables. The standard approach in industrial practice, and with available tools, is
to close the integrator loops first, without paying any attention to the remain-
ing control structure design problem. Buckley (1964) proposes to control levels
(integrators) based on the overall material balance control. The main objective
thereby is that of production rate control, i.e., to enable changes in the produc-
tion rate. According to Ogunnaike (1995), Buckleys approach is still dominat-
ing in industrial practice. Price (1993) proposes some guidelines for production
rate and inventory control design.

The main weakness of essentially all available methods is that they treat
the stabilization problem independently of the remaining control configuration
problem. However, it is well known that the decision regarding which inputs to
use for stabilization usually has a large impact on the remaining control prob-
lem. One commonly studied example is that of composition control in distilla-
tion columns, see e.g. Skogestadet al. (1990a), for which it is well known that
the achievable decentralized control performance depends strongly on which
inputs that are used for level control. However, at present there are no tools that
can be used to determine the best control configuration, without designing con-
trollers for all possible configurations, even for this relatively simple example.

Another issue to be taken into account, when selecting control configura-
tions, is the fact that the systems transfer matrix might contain zero elements.
These zero elements can occur because of the presence of pure integrators
and/or because of a certain physical structure of the system. The corresponding
relative gains and decentralized relative gains (Schmidt and Jacobsen 2001) for
these elements are by definition zero, and thus yield no information about how
the interactions affect the system. However, it is important to find a method
of dealing systematically with those zero elements. For example, for the case
of distillation it has been found that the best pairing corresponds to pairing on
zero elements of the open loop transfer matrix and hence on zero relative gains
(Skogestadet al. 1990a).

In the following we consider independent, decentralized and finite band-
width control. Based on this we develop a measure for the influence of inter-
actions on the disturbance rejection properties of a given pairing. To avoid a
strong dependence on the type of controller used, we simply specify the desired
performance of the single loops using a few key parameters such as bandwidth,
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or cross-over frequency, and phase margin.
It is important to note that, in general, by using dependent, rather than in-

dependent, controller design a better disturbance rejection of the overall system
can be achieved. However, the restriction to independent controller design has
its advantage in the fact that less knowledge about the system is required and
thus the controller design can be performed with a much less detailed model of
the plant. It is also interesting to note that controllers in the process industry
usually are tuned in an independent way.

In order to use the measure developed in this paper also for systems with
pure integrators and with zero elements in the systems transfer matrix, a method
based on loop closure of the integrator loops, prior to the evaluation of the
measure, is proposed. An example from process industry shows the usefulness
of this method.

The paper considers mainly single-loop controllers, i.e., scalar subsystems,
but an extension to block-diagonal controllers is straightforward.

5.3 A measure for achievable disturbance attenu-
ation

In this section a measure for the achievable disturbance attenuation of a certain
control configuration, or pairing, is derived.

We consider a general, square multivariablen× n systemG and a stable
open loop disturbance transfer functionGd

y = Gu+Gdd

u = K(r− y) (5.1)

It is assumed that the signals and systems transfer functions are scaled, such
that the maximum expected disturbances corresponds to‖d‖∞ = 1 and that an
acceptable disturbance rejection is obtained if the outputs satisfy‖y‖∞ ≤ 1 for
all possible disturbances.K is a diagonal controller. The closed loop equation
can be obtained by rewriting the equations in (5.1), to obtain

y = SGKr +SGdd (5.2)

whereS is given byS = (I +GK)−1. As we are only focusing on disturbance
rejection, and not on setpoint tracking, we assume in the followingr = 0. Be-
cause K is a diagonal controller the sensitivityS can be rewritten (see, e.g.,
Grosdidier and Morari (1986)), as

y = SGdd = SG̃ (I +ETG̃)−1 Gdd (5.3)
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whereE = ḠG̃−1, SG̃ =
(
I + G̃K

)−1
, TG̃ = I −SG̃ andG = G̃+ Ḡ with G̃ con-

taining only the diagonal and̄G the off-diagonal elements ofG.
Usually the desired closed loop performance in terms of desired cross-over

frequency (ωc) and phase margin (φm) in the single controlled loops can be
determined and therefore the corresponding desired sensitivities

[
ŜG̃

]
ii can be

approximated by appropriately chosen transfer functionsfi(s)[
ŜG̃

]
ii ≈ fi(ωci,φmi) , i = 1, ...,n

F = diag( f1, ..., fn) (5.4)

where equality holds at the desired crossover frequency. The desired crossover
frequency can, e.g., be chosen as the maximum open-loop disturbance band-
width in each output. The problem of obtaining the transfer functionsfi(s) is
addressed in section 5.3.2.

Having approximated the desired sensitivities around the cross-over, it is
possible to determine the controllersKii achieving these sensitivities in the in-
dependently controlled single loops using an IMC type of controller. However,
it is important to stress that whatever controller design method is used, the fre-
quency response of the controller at the desired cross-overωc is dependent only
on the performance specifications at this frequency.

K = G̃−1
m

(
F−1− I

)≈ G̃−1
m

(
Ŝ−1

G̃
− I
)

(5.5)

The termG̃m results from the separation of the systemG̃ into a diagonal mini-
mum phase system̃Gm and a diagonal allpass transfer matrixÃ.

G̃ = ÃG̃m (5.6)

By rewriting equation (5.3) we get

y = SGdd = SG̃Xdd ≈ FXdd (5.7)

which yields the ratioXd as

Xd ≈ F−1SGd = (5.8)

=
[

I + ḠG̃−1
m

((
F−1− I

)−1
+ Ã
)−1

]−1

Gd

HereXd is defined as the ratio between the achieved closed loop disturbance
sensitivity (SGd) and the desired sensitivity in the controlled loops (F) for a
given pairing. In the equations above equality holds in the case that the single
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loops are minimum phase, i.e., if̃G = G̃m. It is interesting to note that under
the assumption of perfect control, i.e.F ≈ 0, the ratioXd becomes equal to the
CLDG, proposed by Hovd and Skogestad (1992). The main difference com-
pared to the CLDG lies in the assumption of finite bandwidth control and the
fact that Hovd and Skogestad (1992) used the CLDG for dependent controller
tuning.

5.3.1 Selecting control configurations

Equation (5.7) suggests that if for a certain pairing the induced infinity norm
‖FXd‖i∞ is smaller than one for all frequencies, independent tuning of the
decentralized controller should lead to acceptable disturbance rejection of the
closed loop system. In place of the induced infinity norm the maximum singular
value ofFXd is used in the following, leading to a slightly more conservative
measure.

Based on the above it can be stated that if, for a certain control structure,
σ̄(FXd) at the relevant frequencies is much larger than one, unsatisfactory dis-
turbance rejection is to be expected. This leads us to the definition of theξd-
measure.

ξd(ω) = σ̄(FXd), ω ∈ [αωb,βωb] (5.9)

A reasonable choice for the constantsα andβ is α ≈ 0.1 andβ ≈ 10. Based
on the above, we propose the following pairing rule based on theξd-measure

Pairing rule: The pairing, for which the maximum peak of the ξd-
measure, defined in equation (5.9), is the smallest in the frequency
range of its evaluation, should be preferred, when disturbance at-
tenuation is the main issue.

Note that the measure is evaluated only in some region around the desired cross-
over frequencyωc. The reason for this is that this is the frequency region where
the impact of interactions and disturbances expectedly will be most significant,
and also the region we have focused upon in the controller design above. For
frequencies well below the bandwidth the sensitivity will usually be relatively
small, the effect of interactions will be less significant and the disturbance rejec-
tion good. Furthermore the cross-over frequency / bandwidth is usually chosen
such that the influence of disturbances is small for frequencies above the cross-
over frequency.

In order to ensure a stable closed loop system it should always be verified,
that Xd(s) in equation (5.7) is stable for the chosenF(s). Furthermore, since
the controllers for the single loops are designed without considering the effect
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of interactions, pairings not being decentralized integral controllable (DIC) (see
Grosdidieret al. (1985)) should be excluded. DIC might, e.g., be checked using
the RGA or the Niederlinski Index (Niederlinski 1971). However, note that even
if a pairing is DIC, it is not guaranteed that using independent controller tuning
will result in a stable closed loop system. A possible approach for dealing with
this problem is to consider an interaction measure, e.g. the finite bandwidth
PRGA (Schmidt and Jacobsen 2002), to determine configurations in which the
interactions do not risk the stability.

It is important to stress that selecting a pairing by minimizing the above
measure does not imply minimization of interactions between the single loops,
but rather minimization of the effect of disturbances on the overall closed loop
system. The assumption of independent controller tuning has the advantage that
control configurations can be chosen which allow the desired performance to be
obtained using simple models of the system and simple controller tuning.

5.3.2 Determination of the performance specifier F

The evaluation of theξd-measure above requires the definition of the perfor-
mance specifierF(s). This implies, that for each single loop a transfer function
fi(s) has to be found, representing the desired closed loop sensitivity in this
loop.

The idea, employed here, is to find the open loop transfer functionsli(s)
fulfilling the performance specifications in terms of cross-over frequencyωc,
phase marginφm and high-frequency roll-offnro. Based on the desired open
loop transfer functionsli(s), the performance specifiersfi(s) are then obtained
as

fi(s) =
1

1+ li(s)
(5.10)

Depending on the desired roll-off the transfer functionli(s), fulfilling the open
loop performance specifications above, can be designed in the following way.

• For a roll-of ofnro = −1 (based on lead-compensator design)

li(s) =
ki

s
s+bN

N(s+b)
, b =

ωc√
N

, (5.11)

ki = ωc

√
N ,

π
2
−φm = arctan(

√
N

2
− 1

2
√

N
) (5.12)

• For a roll-of ofnro = −2 (based on IMC)

li(s) =
kiωc

s
1

1+ tis
, ti =

tan(π
2 −φm)
ωc

, ki = |1+ jtiωc| (5.13)
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The desired cross-over frequencyωc can be determined by considering the max-
imum singular value of the scaled open loop disturbance transfer functionGd .
The bandwidth should be larger than or equal to the frequency at which the
maximum singular valuēσ(Gd) is equal to one. The phase marginφm might,
e.g., be chosen by robustness or resonance peak considerations.

The performance specifierF(s), determined as described above, can also
be used for the determination of the decentralized relative gain (Schmidt and
Jacobsen 2001) and the finite bandwidth PRGA (Schmidt and Jacobsen 2002).

5.4 Example

As an example system we consider a simple two-product distillation column
(column A), which has been extensively studied, e.g., by Skogestadet al. (1990a).
The controlled variables consist of the bottom levelMB, the condenser levelMD,

MB

MD

F, zF

V

L

D, yD

�

B, xB

VT

p

Figure 5.1: Two-product distillation column with single feed and total con-
denser.

the top product compositionyD and the bottom product compositionxB. The
manipulated variables are the refluxL, the boilupV , the distillate flowD and
the bottoms flowB. The main disturbances acting on the system are changes in
the feed-flowF and the feed-compositionzF . Without any feedback active the
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plants transfer matrix contains 6 elements which are identically zero. In open
loopD andB have no effect onyD andxB, D has no effect onMB andB no effect
on MD.

A widely used control configuration for this plant is the so calledLV - con-
figuration. It consists of pairing the inputs and outputs in the following way:
MB/B, MD/D, yD/L andxB/V . Interestingly this is also the pairing the common
pairing rule based on the RGA suggests (see table 5.1). A study by Skogestad

L V D B
MB 0 0 0 1
MD 0 0 1 0
yD 35.9 -34.9 0 0
xB -34.9 35.9 0 0

Table 5.1: Steady state RGA evaluated for thecolumn A system. In bold the
elements of theLV -control configuration suggested by the RGA.

et al. (1990a) showed that the best possible pairing in terms of disturbance re-
jection (in the case that no ratios of manipulated variables are considered as
inputs) was to pairyD/D andxB/B, the so calledDB-configuration, in which
the levels were stabilized using the remaining inputsL andV . This control
configuration corresponds to closing two loops on zero elements in the systems
transfer matrix and, as can be seen from table 5.1, to all four RGA elements be-
ing identically zero. Skogestadet al. (1990a) used perfect control for the level
loops and dependent controller tuning, based on global optimization of single
loop PI-controllers, for the remaining loops.

In the following we consider whether theDB configuration is a good con-
figuration even in the case of independent finite bandwidth control of the level
loops followed by independent controller tuning of the remaining loops.

To determine the desired crossover frequency in the single loops, the maxi-
mum singular value of the open loop disturbance transfer function is evaluated,
showing that for frequencies above 0.14rad/min the effect of the disturbances
on the system can be neglected. Therefor a desired crossover frequency of
ωc = 0.2rad/min is chosen for the single controlled loops. Furthermore a de-
sired phase-margin ofφm = 80◦ is chosen. All controllers are in the following
determined such that, without interactions, the chosen crossover frequency and
phase-margin is obtained.

Figure 5.2 shows theξd-measure evaluated for the two considered pairings,
LV andDB. Prior to the evaluation of theξd-measure, the level loops have been
closed by independently designed finite bandwidth PI-controllers. The plots in
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Figure 5.2: Left:ξd-measure for the two different pairings (x) LV-pairing, (o)
DB-pairing. Right: Singular values of closed loop disturbance transfer func-
tions for the two different pairings. (x) LV-pairing, (o) DB-pairing. The solid
black line indicates the desired crossover frequency 0.2rad/min

figure 5.2-left show that in the considered frequency range theDB-pairing is
somewhat better than theLV -pairing. However, the sharp decrease ofξd for
smaller frequencies also indicates that theLV -configuration seems to be better
for frequencies below 0.01rad/min. To see if the predictions, based on theξd-
measure, are reasonable, lead-lag controllers were designed for the remaining
loops.

Figure 5.2-right shows the singular values of the closed loop disturbance
transfer function for the composition loops only (level loops and corresponding
inputs have been neglected). As predicted by theξd-measure there is only a
slight difference between the configurations at the desired cross-over frequency.
Furthermore, it can be seen that at low frequencies theDB-configuration rejects
disturbances much better than theLV -configuration. Only in a relatively small
frequency range is theLV configuration better, while theξd-measure for theDB-
configuration is slightly larger than one. However, both control configurations
seem to allow acceptable rejection of disturbances using independent controller
tuning.

An interesting application of theξd-measure is the possibility of finding
the pairing which rejects a certain disturbance in the best way. Figure 5.3-left
shows theξd-measure evaluated for the case if only the feed-flowF is consid-
ered, while figure 5.3-right shows theξd-measure, if only the feed-composition
zF is considered. Based on these plots one would select theDB-configuration in
order to reject disturbances in the feed flow, while theLV -configuration seems
favorable in the case of disturbances in the feed composition. It is interesting to
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note that the closed loop disturbance gain, evaluated for theDB and theLV con-
figuration, clearly favors theDB-configuration for both types of disturbances.
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Figure 5.3:ξd-measure for the two different pairings and different disturbances.
Left: only the feed-flow is disturbed. Right: only the feed-composition is dis-
turbed. (x) LV-pairing, (o) DB-pairing. The solid black line indicates the de-
sired crossover frequency 0.2rad/min
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Figure 5.4: Time response for the top product compositionyD in the case of
disturbances. Left: 20% increase in the feed flow. Right: 10% increase in the
feed-composition. (x) LV-pairing, (o) DB-pairing.

In order to verify this prediction the system has been simulated (using a
linear model) for the two cases (see figure 5.4).

1. 20% increase in the feed flowF , and

2. 20% increase in the feed compositionzF .
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Figure 5.4 shows the time response of the top compositionyD for the two
disturbances. It can clearly be seen that in the case of a flow disturbance theDB-
configuration is the better choice and in the case of a composition disturbance
theLV -configuration is preferable.

However, as seen above, theDB-configuration is the preferred structure
when both disturbances are considered.

5.5 Selecting control configurations for plants with
pure integrators

Above we considered some standard configurations for distillation columns,
which were based on closing the level loops in an ad-hoc manner, i.e., without
paying attention to the remaining composition control problem. This is also the
traditional way of closing level and pressure loops in the process industry.

In this section we describe a method which makes it possible to systemat-
ically select the best pairings for systems which contain zero elements in the
open loop transfer matrix. Such zeros might occur because of the physical
structure of the system and/or because of the existence of pure integrators in
the system. The main problem arising through these zeros is, that the measure
described above might not be directly applicable for all possible pairings. This
is the case if a pairing is chosen such that the diagonal ofG (andGm) contains
at least one zero element, because a controller can obviously not be tuned on a
zero element.

5.5.1 The method

The following method circumvents this problem.

1. Reorder the rows of the system transfer matrixG such that the corre-
sponding output vector contains as first entries the outputs of all the inte-
grators (e.g., levels and pressures).

2. Determine theviable control configurations. A pairing isviable if

• the pairing does not correspond to any negative steady state RGA
elements. It is important to stress that in this way not all non-DIC
pairings are rejected, because zero steady state RGA elements are
allowed.
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• the integrator loops are independently tuneable, i.e. integrator- pair-
ings on transfer matrix elements identically zero are not allowed.
However, zero elements inG(s) are allowed for the other outputs.

This selection will usually reduce the number of possible pairings and
thereby also the computational effort, heavily.

3. For every viable control configuration perform the following tasks

(a) Reorder the columns of the systemG such that the diagonal contains
the elements to pair on for the given control configuration.

(b) Close the integrator loops by independently designed controllers for
the corresponding diagonal elements.

(c) Delete the rows corresponding to the integrators and the columns
corresponding to the inputs used for the integrator-control. If the
remaining systems transfer matrix contains a diagonal element iden-
tically zero, then reject the pairing. Otherwise apply theξd-measure
to this remaining system.

4. Select the pairings obtaining the smallest values for theξd-measure and,
in order to choose a final configuration, perform an additional controlla-
bility analysis on them.

The main idea of this method is to close the integrator loops in a way which is
favorable for the remaining subsystem. Here the assumption is made, that the
integrator loops do not have tight performance specifications and mainly need
to be stabilized. Furthermore, it is assumed that it is not the type of controller,
nor its tuning, used to stabilize the integrators, that is important, but rather the
inputs used to control them.

The closure of the integrator loops can be done in different ways. One pos-
sibility, the computationally fastest, is to consider the behavior of the system
only at the desired crossover frequencyωc. Hereby the controllers for the in-
tegrator loops are only determined as their frequency response atωc, and the
ξd-measure for the remaining system is evaluated only at this frequency. Two
other possibilities are to use perfect control or to design simple PI controllers
for the integrator loops. These have the advantage that the remaining system is
dynamic and the measure can take non minimum phase behavior into account.
Furthermore, in this way different bandwidths for the integrator loops and the
remaining loops can be used, which is closer to the reality.

An interesting variant of this method would be to close the integrator loops
in a sequential way, thereby not limiting the viable configurations to indepen-
dently tuneable ones. In this way many more pairings would become viable.
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However, in this case not only the integrator-pairing would be an issue, but also
the order in which the integrator-loops are closed. Finally, it should be noted
that this method also can be used to calculate other measures like, e.g., the de-
centralized relative gain (Schmidt and Jacobsen 2001) or the finite bandwidth
PRGA (Schmidt and Jacobsen 2002).

The idea to close certain loops prior to consider the remaining system has
been employed before, e.g., by Skogestadet al. (1990a) and Häggblom (1997).

5.6 Example continued

Here the method described in the preceding section is applied to the example
system, introduced above. By evaluating the steady state RGA and considering
the zero elements of the open loop transfer matrix it is found that only 9 viable
pairings exist (out of a total of 24 possible pairings).

In this example it was chosen to do the calculations only for the frequency
corresponding to the desired crossover frequency of the single controlled loops
(α = β = 1). The result can be seen in table 5.2. TheLV -configuration is

ξd(ωc) MB MD yD xB

0.3337 V L B D
0.4141 L V D B
0.4485 L D B V
0.4607 V D L B

LV -configuration: 0.4885 B D L V
DB-configuration: 0.5002 V L D B

Table 5.2: Theξd-measure for the 6 best configurations determined by the
method described above. (ωc = 0.2rad/min)

rated 5th-best pairing and only slightly better than theDB-configuration (6th-
best pairing). However, the best three pairings in table 5.2 do not result in a
stable closed loop system in the case of independent controller tuning. This
fact suggests that the selection of a suitable control configuration should not
be based on theξd-measure only, but that additionally an interaction measure
should be evaluated in order to select a pairing which is able to acceptably reject
disturbances, but which has only small interactions between the subsystems.
One possible interaction measure is the finite bandwidth PRGA (Schmidt and
Jacobsen 2002).
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5.7 Conclusions

The paper considers closed loop performance, in terms of disturbance rejection,
under independent decentralized control. A controller independent model based
measure has been proposed which can be used to screen different pairings for
their ability of disturbance rejection using independent tuning of the individual
loops. The application of this measure to an example from process industry
showed that it correctly predicted the systems closed loop behavior for different
kinds of disturbances. One interesting result is that the proposed measure can
be used in order to tailor the control configuration for the expected disturbances.
As a special case we considered systems that contain one or more integrators
and which give rise to a number of zero elements in the transfer-matrix of the
overall system. Using the assumption that no tight performance specifications
exist for these integrators, we derived a systematic method in which the distur-
bance sensitivity of the remaining outputs can be minimized.



Chapter 6

Case study of a
reactor-separator plant

In this chapter a reactor-separator plant is considered and the tools developed
in the preceding chapters are employed with the objective to find a decentral-
ized control configuration that achieves an acceptable control performance in
terms of disturbance rejection. The controllers to be used are single loop PI-
controllers and independent tuning is desired.

6.1 The plant

The system considered is a reactor-separator plant with recycle of unconverted
reactant (see figure 6.1), and is a very common process in industry. The reactor
is fed with the componentC and an additional inert componentI. In the reactor
one mole ofA reacts with one mole ofC to produce two moles ofA, i.e., the
reaction taking place is autocatalytic. The reactor is designed to be operated at
the maximum reaction rate, corresponding to a composition ofA of 50%. In
order to increase the fraction ofA to a desired purity, the reactor product is fed
to a separation unit, a distillation column, in which the more volatile component
A is enriched in the distillate flowD and the side-streamS. The specifications
for these flows are 99% and 90% of componentA, respectively. The presence
of a side-stream enables the production of two product qualities with a single
separation unit. The bottoms flowB of the distillation column is enriched in the
reactantC and is hence recycled to the reactor. However, to avoid build-up of
an inert componentI, some of the bottoms flow is purged. The specification for
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Figure 6.1: Reactor-separator system with recycle and side stream.

this flow is that it should contain 10% ofA. The resulting data for the column
and its steady state are given in table 6.1.

The control problem considered is to keep the product compositionsyD, xS

andxB at their nominal values in the presence of disturbances. This should be
achieved using fully decentralized control and the main task in the following is
therefor the selection of a suitable control structure for this system. To under-
stand the size of this task it has to be considered that there are 6 outputs and 7
inputs available and that we are looking for a control structure interconnecting
the 6 outputs with 6 inputs, which gives a total number of 5040 possible con-
trol configurations for the system. The controllers to be used are single loop
PI-controllers.

Before starting with the design of the control structure, the system is scaled
as outlined in chapter 2. The allowed variations of the different variables are
given in table 6.2. It is assumed that the nominal flow through each valve cor-
responds to 50% of the maximum flow. Changes in the fresh reactor feed are
considered as disturbances.

To decide up to which frequency the control has to be effective, the singular
value of the scaled disturbance transfer functionGd is evaluated over frequency.
For frequencies above 0.12rad/min it is found that the maximum singular value
of Gd lies below 1. We select the desired bandwidth of the overall system to be
slightly higher atωb = 0.2rad/min.

The control structure selection for this system can be divided into the se-
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Variable Nominal value Description
k 0.06 reaction rate constant,min−1

α 4 relative volatility between componentsA andB
N 10 number of trays in column, including reboiler

and total condenser
NF 4 feed tray, reboiler is tray 1
NS 8 side stream tray
F0 1.0 feed flow to reactor,kmol/min
xI0 0.01 mole fraction of inert componentI in feedF0

xA0 0.0 mole fraction ofA in feedF0

L 0.9141 reflux,kmol/min
V 1.5480 boilup,kmol/min
D 0.6339 distillate flow,kmol/min
B 0.1077 bottom flow,kmol/min
S 0.2584 side stream flow,kmol/min
R 0.9272 recycle flow,kmol/min
F 1.9272 flow from reactor into column,kmol/min
MR 64.4908 reactor holdup,kmol
MB 5 reboiler holdup (tray 1),kmol
MD 5 condenser holdup (tray 10),kmol
Mi 0.5 hold up on column trays 2...9,kmol
yD 0.99 mole fraction ofA in distillateD
xS 0.9 mole fraction ofA in side streamS
xB 0.1 mole fraction ofA in bottom flowB
xR 0.5 mole fraction ofA in reactor

Table 6.1: (Steady state) Data for reactor-separator with side stream

lection of the inputs to use for controlling the given outputs and choosing a
suitable pairing of inputs and outputs. For this case study it is assumed that
all output variables can be measured and thus controlled outputs, outputs and
measurements are here the same.

6.2 Input selection

The plant has 6 controlled outputs (MR, MB, MD, yD, xS andxB) and 7 manipu-
latable flows (L, V , D, B, S, R andF). In order to obtain a square system, one
input has to be discarded.

Checking the multivariable transmission zeros of the reduced system we
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Variable Nominal value Allowed variation
F0 1.0 ±0.1
xA0 0.0 +0.05
xI0 0.01 ±0.01
L 0.9141 ±0.9141
V 1.5480 ±1.5480
D 0.6339 ±0.6339
B 0.1077 ±0.1077
S 0.2584 ±0.2584
R 0.9272 ±0.9272
F 1.9272 ±1.9272
MR 64.4908 ±1
MB 5 ±5
MD 5 ±5
yD 0.99 ±0.0025
xS 0.9 ±0.025
xB 0.1 ±0.025

Table 6.2: Allowed variations of the variables used for scaling.

find that neglecting inputB introduces a RHP zero atzB = 0.00091 and neglect-
ing inputS introduces a RHP zero atzS = 0.042. When comparing these values
with the desired bandwidth of 0.2rad/min it is obvious that both these inputs
have to be used for control and can not be neglected.

To decide which of the other inputs not to use for control we here choose
to evaluate the single input effectiveness (SIE) measureηi (Cao and Rossiter
1997), which aims at selecting the inputs leading to the largest possible mini-
mum singular value of the reduced system. As inputR, the recycle flow, corre-
sponds to the smallestηi it is decided to not use it for control.

To check if input saturation is an issue for this system the maximum sin-
gular value of an optimal feedforward controllerFopt = −G−1Gd is evaluated
over frequency (see figure 6.2). This evaluation shows, thatσ̄(G−1Gd) lies be-
low one for most frequencies and especially at steady state, while for the other
frequencies it is very close to one. As the optimal controller realizes perfect
control, it can be assumed that no problems with input saturation will occur for
the case of acceptable control.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum singular value of the optimal feedforward controller
Fopt = −G−1Gd .

6.3 Control configuration selection

The inputs and outputs of the plantG for which a suitable pairing has to be
found are given below.

Inputs L V D B S F
Outputs MR MB MD yD xS xB

Through the reduction from 7 to 6 inputs the total number of possible pairings
has been reduced to 720. The control configuration selection is split up into
four parts.

1. Considering the fact that the outputs include three levels, which only have
to be stabilized, and 3 compositions, for which tight performance specifi-
cations exist, it seems reasonable to start by selecting a level-pairing such
that the remaining system has good disturbance rejection properties. In
order to do so, the method presented in section 5.5 is employed. Based
on the assumption of independent controller tuning the viable pairings are
determined, for each viable pairing the level loops are closed, and theξ -
and theξd- measures (proposed in chapter 5 and 6) are evaluated for the
remaining systems. Theξ -measure measures interactions between the
subsystems, while theξd-measure measures the effect of disturbances on
the closed loop system. Pairings leading to small values for both mea-
sures should be preferred.ξd-measures smaller than 1 indicate that ac-
ceptable disturbance rejection is possible for the given pairing.
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For a fast screening of the different pairings all the calculations in this
method are done only at the desired crossover frequency.

2. The most promising level-pairings, determined in the previous part, are
retained and PI-controllers are designed for the selected level loops.

3. After stabilization of the levels the remaining systems are considered and
pairings which are non-DIC are rejected. For this test the steady state
RGA of the remaining system is employed. This step is important, since
we assume independent controller tuning the controllers for the single
loops are designed without considering the effect of interactions, and thus
pairings not being decentralized integral controllable (DIC) (see Grosdi-
dier et al. (1985)) do not lead to stable closed loop systems. A necessary
condition for DIC is that all the steady state RGA elements correspond-
ing to a certain pairing are positive. As the condition is only necessary,
it is important to note that using the steady state RGA not all non-DIC
pairings might be rejected.

4. The frequency dependentξ - andξd-measures, introduced in chapters 4
and 5, are evaluated over a chosen frequency region for the remaining
pairings in order to select the final control configuration. The evaluation
of these measures over a larger frequency range gives more information
about the closed loop properties of the system for a certain pairing than
the evaluation only at the desired crossover frequency as done in the first
step. However, this will also make the results more controller dependent.

For the calculation of theξ - and ξd-measures the desired crossover fre-
quency, the desired phase margin and the desired roll-off in each single loop
must be defined. The values are chosen as follows.

• The desired crossover frequency is chosen as the desired closed loop
bandwidth. This givesωc = 0.2rad/min.

• The desired phase margin in each single loop is chosen to beφm = 70◦.

• The dominating dynamics of the system can be described by first order
transfer functions. As simple PI controllers are going to be used the roll-
off is therefor going to benro = −1.

• The same desired values are used for all loops.

If not stated otherwise, the measures are evaluated for the given properties.
Furthermore, all single loop controllers are tuned in order to achieve the same
properties in the absence of interactions.
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6.3.1 Pairing the level loops

Because of the assumption of independent controller tuning, onlyviable pair-
ings are considered in the following. A pairing isviable if

• the pairing is not corresponding to any negative steady state RGA ele-
ments. It is important to stress that in this way eventually not all non-DIC
pairings are rejected, especially because zero steady state RGA elements
are allowed.

• the integrator loops are independently tuneable, i.e. integrator-pairings
on transfer matrix elements identically to zero are not allowed. However,
zero elements inG(s) are allowed for the other outputs.

This selection reduces the number of pairings to consider from possible 720
to viable 18. Using the method proposed in section 5.5 for these 18 pairings
the ξ andξd-measures are calculated at the desired crossover frequency. The
5 pairings corresponding to the smallest measures are displayed in table 6.3.
The two pairings with the smallestξ -measures at the crossover frequency also

ξ (ωc) MR MB MD yD xS xB

0.8398 F B D L S V
0.9234 F B V L S D
0.9615 F S D L B V
0.9647 F L V D S B
0.9653 F V D L S B
ξd(ωc) MR MB MD yD xS xB

0.4231 F B L V S D
0.4836 F B D L S V
0.5065 F L V D S B
0.5326 F B V L S D
0.5814 F L V B S D

Table 6.3: The 5 pairings leading to the smallestξ andξd-measure, determined
by the method proposed in section 5.5.

achieveξd-measures clearly smaller than one and thus are good candidates for
further consideration. Therefor we retain the following level-pairings.

• MR/F , MB/B, MD/V

• MR/F , MB/B, MD/D
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It is important to note, that the purpose of the whole procedure is to find pairings
which achieveacceptable performance, not necessarilythe best performance.

Before selecting the control configuration for the remaining system, the
level loops are stabilized using PI-controllers.

6.3.2 Pairing the remaining loops

As explained above, the pairings not being DIC are excluded from further con-
sideration. To check if a certain pairing is non-DIC we calculate the steady
state RGA for the remaining systems (see table 6.4) and reject all pairings cor-
responding to negative elements.

RGA(0) L D S
yD 1.71 56.94 -57.65
xS -1.16 -60.27 62.44
xB 0.45 4.33 -3.78
RGA(0) L V S
yD 31.68 26.98 -57.65
xS -24.88 -36.55 62.43
xB -5.80 10.58 -3.78

Table 6.4: Steady state RGA for the remaining systems. Possible elements for
pairings are displayed in bold. Above: remaining inputsL, D andS. Below:
remaining inputsL, V andS.

This evaluation shows that the pairings to be retained for a final selection
are

1. yD/L, xS/S, xB/D, (with MR/F , MB/B, MD/V level configuration).

2. yD/D, xS/S, xB/L, (with MR/F , MB/B, MD/V level configuration).

3. yD/L, xS/S, xB/V , (with MR/F , MB/B, MD/D level configuration).

Selection of the final pairing

From the three remaining pairings we want now to choose the pairing with
the best disturbance rejection properties. This will be measured using theξd-
measure, proposed in chapter 5, evaluated over some frequency range around
the desired crossover frequency. Apart from the disturbance rejection properties
we also consider the interactions between the different subsystems for each
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pairing. This is important since we focus on independent controller tuning and
the closed loop system needs to be stable. To measure the interactions for the
different pairings theξ -measure, proposed in chapter 4, is evaluated over the
same frequency range as theξd-measure. It should be noted that theξ -measure
does not directly indicate if a certain pairing leads to a stable closed loop system
using independent tuning. However, large values of theξ -measure, e.g. due to
large peaks, indicate strong interactions and thus that there might be stability
problems. Hence these pairings should be rejected even if the corresponding
ξd-measure indicates good disturbance rejection properties, i.e., being much
smaller than 1.
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Figure 6.3: (x) pairingyD/L, xS/S, xB/D, (∆) pairing yD/D, xS/S, xB/L and
(o) pairingyD/L, xS/S, xB/V . Left: ξ -measure plotted over the interesting fre-
quency range, Right:ξd-measure plotted over the interesting frequency range.
The desired crossover frequency is marked with a vertical black line.

From the plots (see figure 6.3) it can be seen that theξ and theξd-measure
for the second pairing show large peaks, indicating that both the disturbance
rejection and the stability properties of this pairing are not favorable. Further,
it can be seen that the first and the third pairing are able to reject disturbances
in an acceptable way (ξd < 1) and also independent controller tuning seems to
be possible as theξ -measures remain quite small over frequency. As the final
control configuration we choose the third pairing, as in terms of the measures
(they are smallest) it seems to be the most favorable.

In order to analyze the interactions of the chosen pairing we evaluate the cor-
responding decentralized relative gain (dRG). The dRG, developed in chapter
3, measures the interactions between the subsystems corresponding to a certain
pairing under decentralized finite bandwidth control. If independent tuning is
an issue, pairings should be preferred with decentralized relative gains close to
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1 in magnitude and 0 in phase. The dRGs for the chosen pairing are displayed
in figure 6.4. It can be seen that, around the desired crossover frequency of
0.2rad/min, the magnitudes of the dRGs are close to 1. The phase changes are
negative, which indicates decreasing phase lag in each single loop resulting in
better robustness. It can be concluded that independent tuning of this pairing
will be possible and that this also has been correctly predicted by theξ -measure.
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Figure 6.4: Decentralized relative gains for the pairingyD/L, xS/S, xB/V . The
desired crossover frequency is marked with a vertical black line.

In summary, application of the tools developed in this thesis proposes the
final pairing:

MR/F , MB/B, MD/D, yD/L, xS/S, xB/V

For each of the remaining loops PI controllers are designed in an indepen-
dent way, such as to achieve the desired crossover frequency and phase margin.

6.3.3 Nonlinear simulations

Here the chosen control configuration is tested by simulating the nonlinear
closed loop system for different disturbance scenarios. The PI controllers for
each loop are given in table 6.5. The disturbance scenarios are chosen as

1. Increase in the feed flow by 10%
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Pairing Controller
MR/F −1.34s+0.09752

13.74s
MB/B −119.9s+8.725

13.74s
MD/D −20.36s+1.482

13.74s
yD/L 0.8063s+0.0569

14.17s
xS/S −0.7461s+0.1727

4.319s
xB/V −0.1063s+0.0273

3.895s

Table 6.5: PI controllers for the reactor-separator plant.

2. Increase in the feed flow by 10%, increase of the concentration of com-
ponentA to 0.05 and no inert component in the feed flow.

In the following plots (figures 6.5 and 6.6) the levels and their control signals
have been left out. Shown are the scaled deviations of input signals and the
controlled compositions as follows.

• (x) distillate product compositionyD and refluxL,

• (∆) side-stream product compositionxS and side-stream flowS,

• (o) bottom product compositionxB and bottom flowB.
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Figure 6.5: Disturbance scenario 1 - with PI-control.

The disturbance happens att = 100min. All signals have been scaled such that
±1 corresponds to the maximum allowed control signals and to the maximum
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acceptable deviation of the controlled outputs. Other disturbance scenarios
have also been simulated and the disturbances have always been successfully
rejected.
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Figure 6.6: Disturbance scenario 2 - with PI-control.

In order to compare the performance achieved, using fully decentralized
control, with the achievable performance, using an optimal full multivariable
controller, a LQ-controller with integral action has been determined for the sys-
tem. The weights in the cost function have been chosen in order to achieve a
closed loop bandwidth of 0.2rad/min. Figure 6.7 shows the simulation results
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Figure 6.7: Disturbance scenario 2 - with LQ-control.
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for the second disturbance scenario.
The disturbance rejection by this particular LQ-controller happens in a some-

what different way compared to the PI-controller. For instance, the disturbances
have a smaller effect on the bottom compositionxB when this LQ-controller is
used. However the differences between the two controllers do not advocate
the use of a full multivariable controller instead of a fully decentralized control
configuration with simple single loop PI-controllers.

6.4 Conclusions

Using the tools developed in this thesis, a fully decentralized control structure
for a reactor-separator plant, which is able to acceptably reject disturbances, has
been selected in a systematic way. Some things to be noted are stated below.

• A fully decentralized control structure and independent tuning of simple
single loop PI-controllers is sufficient to achieve acceptable closed loop
performance for the plant.

• The controllers for the compositions have been independently designed
after the closure of the level loops, as it is the usual procedure in process
industry.

• The comparison with an optimal full multivariable LQ-controller, realiz-
ing approximately the same closed loop bandwidth, did not advocate the
use of a more complicated controller than a fully decentralized one.

• The final control configuration corresponds to the configuration which
would have been selected by considering the steady state RGA of the
open loop 6×6 system (see below) and selecting the pairing correspond-
ing to the strictly positive elements (shown in bold face).

RGA(0) L V D B S F
MR 0 0 0 0 0 1
MB 0 0 0 1 0 0
MD 0 0 1 0 0 0
yD 31.7 26.9 0 0 -57.6 0
xS -24.9 -36.5 0 0 62.4 0
xB -5.8 10.6 0 0 -3.8 0

The question arising iswhy does the RGA select the pairing which the
other tools selected as a good choice if rejection of the given distur-
bances is the main goal? Clearly, the RGA does not take the disturbance
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properties into account, which holds especially for the steady state RGA.
Therefor this can be considered as a pure coincidence.

Finally, we note that for some processes there may not exist any configura-
tions that allow for acceptable performance using single-loop controllers and
independent tuning. Before considering the use of multivariable controllers it
can then be interesting to consider dependent tuning of the loops. However,
the problem of selecting control configurations for this purpose is still an open
issue.



Chapter 7

Summary and future work

7.1 Summary

This thesis has focused on the development of model based measures and meth-
ods for a performance based selection of decentralized control configurations
under the assumption of independent controller tuning. The main reasons for
the consideration of independent decentralized control have been the following.

• Decentralized control is almost the de-facto standard in the process in-
dustry. It is robust, both with respect to model uncertainty and sen-
sor/actuator failures, the (re)tuning of single loops is easier compared
to full multivariable control and such a control structure is easier to un-
derstand for the operators of a plant.

• Independent controller design has its main advantage in the fact that less
knowledge about the system has to be available and thus independent
controller design can be done with a much less detailed model of the
plant. Furthermore it should be noted that controllers in process industry
usually are tuned in an independent way.

The cost of using a decentralized control structure and independent controller
design is reduced closed loop performance due to the presence of interactions
among the subsystems. Therefor tools are needed which guide the control en-
gineer in the selection of a decentralized control configuration, leading to an
acceptable closed loop performance.

The main contributions of this thesis lie within chapters 3,4 and 5. In chap-
ter 3 it was shown that, for the purpose of control configuration selection, it is
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crucial to consider the effect of finite bandwidth decentralized control, as op-
posed to perfect multivariable control as assumed e.g., in the RGA. This applies
in particular ton× n systems withn > 2, and is explained by the fact that the
performance of the(n−1)× (n−1) subsystems, considered controlled when
calculating the effect of interactions on the scalar subsystems, can be highly
different from the performances in the individual scalar subsystems. In order
to enable an estimation of the effect of interactions under decentralized finite
bandwidth control we proposed thedecentralized relative gain (dRG).

Chapter 4 considered achievable closed loop performance under decentral-
ized control and independent controller tuning. Since the interactions should be
expected to have the most significant effect around the bandwidth of the sub-
systems, a closed-loop interaction measure was suggested which takes finite
bandwidth together with independent decentralized control into account. The
control has been defined in such a way, that, around the desired bandwidth, the
behavior of the system is independent of the controller type employed. This
measure can be used for control configuration selection in order to achieve a
desired closed loop performance in terms of setpoint tracking.

Disturbance attenuation is usually the most important control objective in
the process industry. Chapter 5 considers the closed loop performance in terms
of disturbance rejection under decentralized control and independent controller
tuning. A model based measure has been proposed which can be used to quickly
screen different pairings for their ability of disturbance rejection. An advantage
of this measure is the fact that it is essentially controller independent, while
still taking decentralized finite bandwidth control into account. Furthermore, a
method has been proposed allowing the application of the above measure even
on systems with zero elements in the transfer matrix. For this case it is necessary
that the system contains one or more integrators, which for systems in process
industry usually is the case.

7.2 Future work

The consideration of the following problems seems to be interesting for future
work on control structure and control configuration design.

• Addressing the issue of dependent controller design in order to utilize
interactions rather than avoiding them.

• Gaining insight into when a certain subsystem should be controlled by a
full multivariable controller instead of a fully decentralized controller.
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• Is there a more elegant way leading to a decision of how to close the
integrator loops of a system?

• The pairing problem discussed in this thesis can also be extended to cover
control system design for modularly built systems. Most large scale sys-
tems today are designed from smaller modules, and an interesting prob-
lem is whether, how much, and which information needs to be sent be-
tween the modules in order to ensure a satisfactory performance of the
overall system.

• What does a certain control structure of the regulatory control level sig-
nify for the hierarchically higher levels of the control system in terms of
fundamental limitations, etc.?
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